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Issue #14
A Call to Arms

Chapter 1

"We need your help Avengers. The Shi'ar Empire is in a civil war that I don't think we can pull
ourselves out of alone! Count Abyss, the Undying Force, and the Sidrian Hunters attack us all
the while Riovanes attacks us with his rebel forces! Lilandra can't even win the support of the
Senate because of Chancellor Dooku's movements against the Empire! Deathbird has been an
unlikely ally to say the least, but we need more help. We would have approached the X-Men, but
neither team has the firepower we'll need in a situation like this! Please help us! I'm dispatching a
Shi'ar freighter to pick you up. It should be there within 3 Earth days," Gladiator said through a
transmission his face expression showing utter desperation.

Thor, the leader of the Avengers, rose up from his chair distressed and said, "This is thee
transmission that was sent to our abode two days hence. Thou must decide if we help thee Shi'ar
or let their war go onward?"

Around the table was seated the 12 members of the Avengers roster. This team boasted some of
the most powerful Avengers members ever and quite a few new members who could pack a
punch. There was the second in command, Scarlet Witch and the Eternal Sersi next to her. To the
right of Sersi were the Greek god Apollo and the former leader of the Morlocks, Callisto.

Standing up behind Callisto was the Avenger from another dimension long ago lost, Shaitan and
right beside Shaitan was the former leader of the Squadron Supreme leader, Hyperion. Seated to
the left of Scarlet Witch was her ex sister-in-law, Crystal and beside her was the demon/human
hybrid Satana.

Thor still questioned Apollo's decision to stick her on the team. On the other side of the table
seated to the right of Thor were Jennifer Kale and Nicole Ridely aka the new Binary. Standing
up as usual right behind Jennifer was the monster hunter Gilgamesh.

"I myself believe Lilandra and her ilk are far too dependent on the forces of Earth to constantly
save her from her troubles. The Shi'ar Empire should be allowed to solve their problems on their
own. We are meant to be defenders of Earth and not of the galaxy!" Apollo proclaimed. He
himself had no love lost for the Shi'ar race.

"You forget one thing Apollo! Count Abyss, the Undying Force, and the Sidrian Hunters have
nothing to do with the Shi'ar Empire. Captain America faced Count Abyss and nearly lost his life
doing it. Add to that the fact it took Undying to finally take Count Abyss down in the first place.
We have a serious problem since she is now allied with him! The Sidrian Hunters are another
matter all together. I think if we don't help the Shi'ar whatever threat they are facing now will
soon enough hit Earth!" Sersi cried out rebuking Apollo's harsh judgment. She knew well enough
just how harsh the Olympians could be at times. Her experiences with them gave her all the
evidence she needed of that.
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"I'm inclined to agree with Sersi on this one Apollo. Despite my reservations about leaving Earth
I'm sure this will be beneficial to the planet in the end. Besides there are plenty of other heroes
here to safeguard the planet," Scarlet Witch suggested kindly trying to keep the internal conflict
from escalating.

"As long as we don't count Pietro amongst the ranks of Earth's heroes! Though I guess adulterer
can get anywhere these days," Crystal said bitterly.

Scarlet Witch stood from her seat and said firmly, "That will be enough of that! Though I may
not agree with my brother's choices he has proven himself to Earth through and through. That
you cannot deny! Believe me I know what it's like to lose someone you truly loved to bad
choices and I sympathize, but my brother is a hero. He never claimed to be perfect."

"T'is enough!! I hath had enough of this squabbling! Thou shalt listen to my decision and any
complaints shan't be made plain! Our dilemma will be resolved like this; Apollo, Callisto, Sersi,
Binary, Satana and myself will head to help the Shi'ar while the rest of you remain behind here
on Earth. Any questions?"

Binary raised her hand, "Yeah I've got a question…"

"Why the fuck did I join this team?" Binary moaned as the Shi'ar freighter left out of Earth's
atmosphere.

"This is my first time leaving Earth too, but it seems like it's a mandatory thing for mutants to
take a trip to the Shi'ar Empire eventually," Callisto mused as she sat down next to Binary who
was glued to her seat. Nicole refused to get up. Flying in the air on her own powers was one
thing, but being in any type of aircraft messed her up. Her parents and her younger sister had all
died in a plane crash when she was 10. From that point her Aunt Matilda, who always strangely
smelled faintly like spoiled milk, raised her.

"You're on a fantastic voyage and yet you allow a petty thing like fear of flying ruin the
experience for you. Mortals confuse me a great deal sometimes. Here take this," Satana said
handing Binary a small vial with a skull for a capsule.

"My Mom always said gifts from the Devil were hidden, but now I have one in plain sight,"
Binary said nervously. Satana threw back her head in laughter, placed the vial in Binary's hands,
and walked onward to sit beside Sersi.

"She freaks me the hell out!" Callisto whispered to Binary in her gruff voice. Nicole simply
nodded her head as she drunk down the vial. The purple fluid slid down her throat giving her a
tickling feeling. She wanted to laugh, but held it back with some minor concentration. An
overwhelming feeling of warm comfort overcame her suddenly.

"That some good shit," Binary said as she burped. Callisto gave her a look of indignant disgust.
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"Well, at least you're getting something good out of this situation," Sersi said as she turned
around in her seat.

"You wanna know what I think about this situation? This situation is…"

"So damn ridiculous!!" Binary yelled as she soared above a Shi'ar mini-cruiser taking it out with
a powerful blast. As it fell towards the ground screaming it rammed into another mini-cruiser
creating a gigantic blast.

"I agree the troubled times of the Shi'ar seem quite folly, but we must fight on against Riovanes's
loyalist troops. This kindness shall one day be repaid in kind by the Shi'ar, comrade," Gladiator
said as he threw a piece of wreckage with such velocity that it knocked a wing off one of the
loyalist cruisers.

"After all the times Earth has helped you I don't recall your race ever once returning the favor.
Can you name a time?" Binary asked with a questioning stare.

Gladiator stared at the new Avenger for a moment and flew off into the sky with an angry scowl
on his face. He never answered her questions. "Figures," Binary muttered as she took off in the
opposite direction where Apollo was fighting with his flaming golden sword against a horde of
Shi'ar troopers.

"Need some assistance?" Binary inquired. Apollo laughed and Binary quickly saw why. With
every swing of his flaming sword ten Shi'ar went flying back 3 meters their hollow bones
breaking with ease.

"Join in if you must though I can't promise I'll save many Shi'ar for you though," Apollo said
gleefully as he continued through the crowds of soldiers waving his sword wildly. Binary added
in where she could with her star-powered energy blasts. Soon the soldiers that had numbered
near 300 were reduced to a mere 18. Apollo would have decimated the last soldiers if it hadn't
been for the thirty cruisers that came in overhead.

"You think you might need some help on this one," Binary said sarcastically. Apollo shot a
glaring look at her and then focused his attention on the cruisers. His eyes suddenly began to
shoot out flames and the black sky turned a blazing white. The sky then turned a blood red and
fireballs began to rain down upon the cruisers. It was truly an awesome sight to see.

"Show off," Binary spat as she did her best to protect Lilandra's soldiers from the falling
wreckage of the loyalist cruisers by creating forcefields. In her time with the Avengers, Crystal
had helped her a great deal in using her powers in new ways.

Meanwhile across the battlefield Deathbird was barking at the leader of the Avengers, "Do you
have no control over your team members Thor?! Apollo's fire fest is causing just as much
damage to our side as it is Riovanes's! I've held back four of my cruisers from reinforcing us
because of his crazed attacks!"
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"Thou will cease your incessant whining! Pull back all thy troops and let us handle thee rest of
this grave situation. Riovanes's troopers are weakened and I'm positive we can crush the rest of
them with thee combined might of thee Imperial Guard, and Avengers! Now make haste for our
time grows shorter!" Thor commanded.

"Fine Asgardian, but I am staying! I will not retreat from the battle because it is my desire to
eventually have the head of Riovanes's as an ornament," Deathbird exclaimed.

"Perhaps you will have your chance for that yet fair Deathbird," Riovanes's voice echoed across
the battlefield as four square-shaped purple portals about the size of a row of GMC Chevys
opened up across the battlefield. One opened directly above Apollo, two opened side by side
next to where a large group of fallen loyalist cruisers laid, three more opened in random places in
the night sky, and the last portal opened 4 yards away from Deathbird and Thor. Riovanes came
out of that portal with Count Abyss and the Undying Force, having taken the form of Alicia
Masters, at his back. Large, armored purple insectoid aliens began to pour out of the other
portals. They were the Sidrian Hunters.

"Thou shalt forget my last command! T'is my honest belief we are going to need all the help we
can get," Thor said his voice filled with the excitement of battle. It had been long since he had
faced such massive numbers and such incredible odds. Adrenaline rushed through him.

Lilandra sat before the Senate her face filled with weariness and distress. The past few weeks
had been long and hard ones for her. Ever since the being Onslaught escaped to Earth to his
doom, she's felt like a part of her was missing. It was as if Onslaught had taken a piece of her
with him to Earth. If that was the case he left her a consolation prize. He activated her latent
telepathic abilities and they were causing her great pains physically, emotionally, and politically.

"Chancellor Dooku you must let me have the Senatorial Military Squadrons in use in the war
against the rebel Riovanes. It is most urgent now more than ever that the numbers of loyalist
continue to grow through Riovanes's lies and promises of a new world he can't provide. I beg of
this Senate to allow me the forces I need to shut down the rebel who would destroy us all,"
Lilandra pleaded. She had the smug look on the young Shi'ar's face above her. Chancellor Dooku
was the youngest Chancellor in all of the Empire's history and he made use of his youthful zeal
well. He had managed to ally most of the Senate to his side and against her.

"I don't recall Riovanes ever making any threat to destroy the Senate. In fact all his 'false
promises' seemed to be more at you and your policies more than anything else Empress. Why
should I give you those reinforcements when there is no promise of this Senate getting anything
in return?" Chancellor Dooku asked rather frankly. He had an almost bored look on his face as
he sat in his highly adorned Senatorial Chair. If Lilandra recalled right the Saurid artists were the
first to have made the recent designs for the Senatorial chairs.

"Chancellor the sanctity to you and everyone else in this empire hinges on whether or not you
give me those troops so I am willing to hear what you want in return for my being allowed to use
them," Lilandra said her voice filled with a tiredness of spirit. The Majestrix felt broken in every
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way. She only wanted to rest for a while so as to better function for her empire, but alas life was
not so kind.

Dooku's face suddenly lit up in excitement and sat upright in his chair once more. With haste he
said, "I want to be made the governor of the Makak Region!"

Lilandra was flabbergasted by Dooku's request, "B'Cced has always served under me faithfully.
To ask me to remove him is…."

"The only way you'll get your Senatorial troopers," Dooku interrupted rudely. Lilandra sighed as
reluctant realization dawned upon her. She would have to give into Dooku. He had her in a
corner she couldn't fight out of.

"By the gods you will be the Governor of Makak!" Lilandra proclaimed a false pride in her
voice. Cheers went up from the Senate and the Empress's heart sank.

Normally Binary was a pretty nice gal. It's just that she got kind of…bitchy when she was
nervous. She knows it sounded strange, but being that way is sort of her own little method of
hiding her anxiety. She could think of a better way probably, but right now she really didn't have
the time.

Oh why was Binary nervous you ask? Well, let's see. For starters she was pretty new at this
Avengers thing and she was suddenly in a distant galaxy fighting mutant bugs and bunch of
people with hairdos from hell. If you're use to doing that sort of thing it shouldn't bug you too
much, but this was her first time. Cut poor Binary some slack! Okay so what if Callisto was
handling herself pretty well? She's been in the sewers for decades, duh! That woman has
probably seen things that would make this battlefield look like one of Wayne Brady's lame ass
jokes.

Plus right about now she probably wasn't alone and surrounded by hundreds of these big purple
bugs. The fuckers blow up pretty easy and all, but hundreds was still a lot to handle. Binary was
holding her own well enough though. Her star-powered blasts are making mincemeat of the
guys, but they just keep on coming. They remind Nicole of the roaches at her Aunt's house. She
remembered as a sick joke some of the "popular" girls pretended to want to come over to her
house only to spray Binary down with Raid and chant "Roach girl! Roach girl!"

Yea, she knows what you're thinking. Her childhood wasn't exactly sweet and airhead bubbly.
She figures it's given her character though because she betted if one of them chickenheads was in
the position she was in now they would have pissed on themselves ten times over. Don't get her
wrong she was not exactly a pillar of confidence right now. The big bugs have let out some thin
blue gas into the atmosphere and it was draining away her endurance.

It was getting hard for Binary to think now. She was trying to stay afloat in the air, but she could
feel herself falling towards the ground straight into the screeching clutches of the alien creatures.
They wanted Binary and she came with all speed. Nicole just hoped someone seen her hit the
ground.
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Satana watched as Binary fell to the ground the blazing light coming from her body fading
abruptly. Satana teleported herself within a close proximity of the woman pulling out her
magically enhanced sword to slice her way through as many Sidrian Hunters as she could. They
really made the loveliest squish sound when you stabbed them straight through. Satana felt their
souls die as her sword penetrated their two exo-skeletons and then their internal organs. She
usually never enjoyed this much battle except for fun back in her stolen realm. Being the ruler of
her own personal Hell dimension grew rather boring so she is forced to entertain herself every
now and then.

An inhuman screech escapes her lips making every Sidrian Hunter within 40 feet explode.
Satana is covered with green and purple ooze, but quickly she wipes herself clean of it with a
magic spell. Now if she could only get closer to where Binary was at. Satana could easily
teleport herself right to her, but the thrill of the quest is just too much for me to resist.

Suddenly a blinding white light rose up from where Binary was at. Ms. Hellstrom could only
hope that her powers weren't activating themselves while she was unconscious, because then this
situation would be ten times worse. The Avengers would have a nova event on their hands.
Satana quickly forgot the chase and teleported to exactly where Binary was at only to find her
gone. The Sidrian Hunters had kidnapped her.

"What has transpired here?" the Guardsmen, Oracle asked. Satana really didn't feel like to talking
to her right now. She was still cursing herself for giving into urges she should have been trying
to fight. That's partly why Satana joined the Avengers. If she was ever to be a true ruler she had
to be able to not have the urges that her servants would give into.

"The Sidrian Hunters have kidnapped Binary. I suggest you help Deathbird with Riovanes. I'll
assist Sersi, Apollo, and Starbolt with Undying." Satana said. Hopefully Gladiator, Thor,
Earthquake, and Callisto could handle Count Abyss. She still couldn't understand why Thor
bought a liability like Callisto to this battle instead of someone more experienced like Hyperion
or Shaitan.

"Of course Satana! Let's hope this battle resolves itself quickly in our favor. At the rate we are
going we will all be too tired to continue fighting."

"Perhaps. Now move swiftly Oracle! Riovanes must be bought down quickly!" The demon
woman said urgently as Satana teleported behind Undying with her sword thrown high in the air.

She bought it down with all the force she could possibly muster. It ripped straight into Undying's
back and instead of a wound, blue energy erupted from Undying's back hitting square in Ms.
Hellstrom's chest. She didn't know how fast or how long Satana was airborne, but after the
energy hit her first thing Satana remembered afterwards was hitting a stone pillar.

"A CALL TO ARMS"

Chapter 2
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"He's relentless! He'll never stop and he'll never quit until the once grand Shi'ar are nothing more
than Gargio berries for him to squeeze," Lilandra said almost hysterical to her royal advisor, Ssi-
Ra. He had never seen the Empress like this before. She was on the brink of mad panic. He
struggled to find words of comfort for his anguished monarch.

"My Empress! Surely the Chancellor does not hold all the power that you speak of," Ssi-Ra
protested despite knowing that Dooku truly held all the power Lilandra spoke of.

The Empress, who wasn't wearing any of her Imperial garments, threw her right hand flat across
her head and cried out in a mixture of anger and gloom, "I've seen it all Ssi-Ra! What I say is
true because I've seen it al within the mind of the fiend. While I met with the Senate my curiosity
overcame me and I peeked into the heart of the beast."

Ssi-Ra disheartened sat back in his gold chair that was across from Lilandra's imperial throne.
The spacious throne room was deathly empty causing the sound of Ssi-Ra landing in his chair to
echo across the room. He stared with great concern into the eyes of his ruler.

"I promise you Empress that the empire shall not fall as long as I breathe. Remember what
Emperor Eje'kk said; every shadow has its origins in light."

Deathbird flew above the energy blast that came from Riovanes' metallic weapon. The Shi'ar
women landed behind Riovanes and just as she was about to attack him both of her wings were
burnt to a crisp by an unseen soldier of Riovanes from behind. Deathbird feel to the ground in
immense pain. Her whole body felt like it was on fire.

"Seems like I've caught you at a bad moment," Riovanes smiled as he pointed his tubular gun
right at his fierce opponent's face. Deathbird fighting back the pain kicked the gun out of
Riovanes' hand sending green dust and the weapon into the air. The Shi'ar lunged in desperation
to retrieve his weapon to only find it in the hands of the Imperial Guardsmen known as Oracle.

"Game over!!" Oracle yelled as she blasted a flabbergasted Riovanes in the head. The rebel
leader fell to the ground dead.

"Rise quickly Deathbird and help eradicate the rest of Riovanes' troopers! I got to help my love
against Count Abyss," Oracle said quickly as she flew slightly off the ground towards the other
end of the battlefield.

A fist from Gladiator and Thor hit Count Abyss in the face simultaneously sending the villain
back ten feet dragging a great deal of the ground along with him creating a minor crater. Before
he even had time to get his bearing Earthquake rocked the ground under Count Abyss violently.
Then Hussar attacked from behind with her whip serving to only infuriate Count Abyss.

He immediately lobbed a blast at Hussar, but Callisto was there to shove the Guardsmen out of
harm's way. Gladiator trying to draw attention barraged Abyss with heat vision.
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Count Abyss in response to the praetor's attack blasted a yellow beam in the middle of
Gladiator's chest. Kallark's body froze entirely the instant after the blast hit! Every attempt at
movement was futile for the Guardsmen. Thor seeing his comrade's dilemma began to spin his
hammer at a rapid pace creating an unnatural whirlwind he aimed directly at Count Abyss.

Thor watched with anticipation as the whirlwind approached Abyss. The being simply held up
his hand and the wind vanished into a hold in the middle of it. Thor watched in horror as the
wind that he created was redirected at him from a hole in Count Abyss's opposite hand.

"By Od's Blood!" The Asgardian god exclaimed as his own whirlwind hit him knocking him
fifty feet into the air.

Satana raised slowly all her body aching from the blast Undying had just given her. The demon
queen saw from afar that her allies weren't faring well against the cosmic force that was
Undying. Satana had a plan, though her fellow Avengers probably wouldn't agree on it, but it
was the only way to end the conflict quickly before anyone was hurt too badly.

Ms. Hellstrom teleported herself in front of a surprised Undying. A sword was quickly thrust in
Undying's abdomen. While this happened Satan created a dimensional portal and pushed a
dumbfounded Undying into it.

"You know they won't find this plan at all attractive Satana," Apollo said huffing and out of
breath from the fight.

"I know this well enough," Satana muttered as she turned to where Thor and the others were
battling Count Abyss.

Thor was creating a whirlwind with his hammer and Satana thinking the force of the attack
would knock Count Abyss back created a portal directly behind the cosmically powered being.
What happened next shocked both Satana and Thor. The thunder god's own attack was turned
against him and he was flung like a rag doll into the air. Who would knock Count Abyss into the
portal now?

Suddenly Count Abyss grabbed his head in pain. Oracle was attacking him with a powerful
psionic attack. Callisto seeing opportunity grabbed her long metal staff, left Hussar's side, and
charged headlong in Count Abyss. The fact that her opponent was being barraged psychically
gave her the advantage she needed to push Abyss into the portal. Unfortunately, Callisto was
sucked into the portal along with him.

"No!" Apollo yelled furiously flying with great speed towards the collapsing red portal. As it was
closing the sun god swung furiously with his flaming golden sword. Thor having recovered from
Count Abyss's attack flew to Apollo and soothed the god's rage.

"We shalt find her Olympian! Let your anger be calmed!" Thor exclaimed trying his best to calm
the Olympian's distress and rage. What bothered Thor the most though was Apollo's sudden
concern for Callisto. Compassion wasn't one of the Olympian's most well known traits.
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"That's two members MIA! What are we going to do?" Sersi asked as her and Satana came to
where the two gods stood.

"All matters shalt be discussed once we get back to Migard," Thor commanded with his booming
voice.

Apollo nodded his head in gloomy discomfort. His quest for forgiveness was going to be on hold
for a little bit. Only one goal was passing through Apollo's mind. He would stop trying to find
Callisto when the strength within him was sucked from his very bones.

Gladiator stepped with great stride towards the throne that Lilandra, his empress, sat upon.
Concern for her well-being flooded his thoughts for there were few people he knew that thrived
under the kind of tension she was facing.

"My Empress! Riovanes lies dead and Count Abyss has been vanquished along with his ally
Undying. Our forces are fighting what remains of Riovanes' rebels and the Sidrian Hunters.
Though it seems the Hunters are..."

"Pulling back. I figured as much. There is something more behind this entire affair Gladiator.
Something much more dreadful than Riovanes or Chancellor Dooku," Lilandra said cutting
Gladiator off as she held her forehead in her silver gloved hand.

Gladiator went to Lilandra and held her hand as he bowed. He rarely showed such affection, but
it was needed. Softly he said, "Perhaps, but there isn't anyone else I can think of who is more
capable of handling it than you."

"Your words are kind Praetor, but far from true," Lilandra said bitterly. Kallark wished that her
soul and resolve would shine like the Imperial armor she now wore. He wasn't going to be that
lucky for some time.

Wanda sat in her chair disturbed at what the four returning Avengers had told her and the rest of
the team. Two of her teammates were missing. Aliens kidnapped one and the other was lost in
some dimension portal. She only had one question for Thor.

"What do we do now?"

" I didst make a plan on the trip back to Migard. Apollo and I have agreed that we will make
great haste to find the fair maiden Callisto. While we're gone in the massive river that is the
Multiverse you Wanda will look after the team. Thou willst decide how to handle thee rescue of
Binary. A Shi'ar vessel shall arrive in a day's time to take you to the Sidrian homeworld," Thor
explained expecting everyone to follow his plans without hitch.

"Our two heaviest hitters are going off lolly-gagging. That's just great! Why not send someone
with more mystical experience like Satana and Jennifer?" Hyperion exclaimed. He got a laugh
from Scarlet Witch, Sersi, and Kale.
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"Who wouldn't have more mystical experience than two gods?" Sersi mocked. Hyperion's
embarrassment quickly turned into anger causing him to walk out of the room. Wanda tried her
best to hold a giggle when Crystal leaned over and whispered in her ear.

"Pietro would fit right in with Apollo. Considering how may love affairs he's been known to
have," Crystal taunted. Scarlet Witch quickly turned on Crystal, the sister of Medusa, and just as
coldly whispered.

"Perhaps you might impress Apollo by slacking up with Dane again. Maybe Apollo, him, and
you can hook up for a little 3-on-3 action."

Crystal walked away from Wanda trying her hardest not to let an angry scowl cross her face.
Instead of pursing the argument further Wanda came up with a much more clever way to invite
anger in the royal Inhuman.

"Thor your plan suits me fine. Apollo and you need to get going already. As for everyone else
I've already decided on the squad that is going to head into space. Crystal, Shaitan, and Sersi will
stay behind to insure an Avengers presence on Earth," Scarlet Witch commanded. When she
glanced at Crystal the Inhuman gave her a look that showed pure fury.

"Into the depths of space once more," Satana Hellstrom muttered to herself. When Apollo
approached her about joining the Avengers this is hardly what she expected.

The Past

Satana sat silently and somberly upon her high-seated golden throne. All around her devilish
demons danced in their wicked ways wildly. Boredom began barraging Satana's mind so she
reflected on what had been bothering her for the past few days. As of late beautiful thoughts and
actions of an impulsive nature had been constantly disturbing her mind. Her dark domain, which
she found so conveniently unoccupied, was finally beginning to entrap her. What remained of
her human nature was hastily was beginning to strip away.

"Ahh Satana so sad and lonely. Let me help you recover what remains of your human self," the
voice of Apollo said as he appeared out of thin air with the Eternal, Sersi, by his side. It
interested the demon/human hybrid that those two were here.

"What business do you have here?" Satan asked coldly. Ravenous red flames flared up from
around Satana's throne. Apollo took it as a sign of her displeasure in his unexpected visit.

"I've come to make you an offer Satana. Join the Avengers and reclaim your humanity.
Otherwise fall into the black abyss that is your demon nature. To cement our friendship I've
bought you a gift," Apollo said holding out a long ebony sword.

Satana's eyes didn't wander far from the sword. It was long, black, and powerful. Crossbones
covered the hilt of the sword all except for the center of it where there was a diamond miniature
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bull skull. She didn't' want to reach out for the sword, but it was calling to her. Witch immense
reluctance a hand outreached grabbing the sword.

"Welcome aboard!" Sersi exclaimed pulling out an Avengers communicard and giving it to the
demon/human hybrid.

"I don't think I could have ever seen this one coming," Satana exasperated. She slumped in her
chair not at all sure of her emotions at the present. Retaining her evil-bitch status was going to be
a great deal harder. Working with some of the world's worst goody goods wasn't the best public
relations mover on her part.

"Believe my demon queen your decision is a wise one," Apollo assured.

"Indeed," Satana said half paying attention. The rest of her mind was centered on the black
sword and how it seemed to call out to her.

"A CALL TO ARMS"

Chapter 3

Chancellor Dooku sat down in the opal colored rounded chair with all the grace and arrogance of
someone with royal status and terrible power. The chair was emitting a green light from beneath
indicating the device that kept the piece of furniture floating above the ground. Slowly the chair
slid forward two feet allowing the Chancellor to access the incoming message. The large
computer started to show a devilishly handsome human with a titanic thirst to exact revenge on
all who have done him wrong.

"How did everything go? I had better be pleased."

"And so you shall be. Lilandra gave in and territory is what I have seized. So now you surely
must be pleased," chancellor Dooku said with a shaky voice.

"Indeed I'm most excited about that development. All the pieces are falling into place. Onslaught,
Count Abyss, and Undying were just nice bonuses. Nonetheless things are far from over!"

"Of course my lord. In soon enough time the Shi'ar Empire for all intents and purpose will
belong to me," Chancellor Dooku said getting out of his chair and bowing. When he looked up
his master's eyes were glowing an intense red.

"Do not forget your place in all of this Dooku for I have surely not!"

With that the screen clicked off and the Shi'ar politician let out a sigh of relief. If he had know
achieving his goals would require half the stress hew as under now he would have just been a
farmer. Nice and simple seemed the perfect route for him to try and pursue now.
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All the while a group of Avengers speeded across space and they might very well be the people
who finally make Dooku pursue the farm life.

Space

The Shi'ar cruiser zoomed across space stopping a few hundred kilometers from a green, purple,
and black planet that was roughly twice the size of Mars. General V'rak, the captain of the
cruiser, walked to where the present leader of the Avengers was watching a view of the planet.

"We are now ready to teleport you down to the planet's surface. Binary is being held in the
southernmost continent so that is where we'll be teleporting you to," the General said to an
unmoving Wanda.

"Of course. My team will be ready promptly," Scarlet Witch replied thinking on what the Sidrian
Hunters could be doing to Binary. After the whole ordeal with North America turning into aliens
the thought sickened her. If only Simon or Vision were here she might find some comfort.
Though Vision was gone and Simon had a falling out with Thor before Apollo, Sersi, or any of
the new squad showed.

"Wanda we have to go. The Shi'ar are ready," Gilgamesh said tapping Scarlet Witch on her
shoulder gently. This caused Ms. Maximoff to awake from her state of deep thought. The
monster hunter couldn't help but wonder why a woman as unstable as Wanda had been made
second-in-command. She was dealing with many things. The Twelve situation, Wonder Man
leaving the team, having to watch Vision fall a second time, and Crystal's pestering for starters.
Apollo through a little bit of a risk-taker would make a much better leader than Wanda. A far
better leader.

Gilgamesh could only begin to wonder where Apollo and Thor were at this very moment. They
were scouring the many realms of the universe searching for the missing Callisto who had fallen
into an interdimensional portal along with Count Abyss. All of this was the fault of the demon
queen Satana. Her hasty actions had cost the team four members.

Wanda left Gilgamesh alone in his thoughts thinking that the legendary man was following
behind her. The Indian man was left alone for the briefest of moments when Satana came up
behind him and gently rubbed his shoulders. Gilgamesh turned around a surprised look on his
face. He pushed Satana back rudely.

"Do not touch me demon! Your hands are impure!" Gilgamesh exclaimed. Satana smiled and
took a couple of steps back.

"So you find the Scarlet Witch lacking leadership skills. Give her time and you'll see there is
more power behind her than you could ever know," Satana said her hands on her light-brown hip
huggers. The pants matched with her tank top of the same color. Ruby diamonds lined Satana's
neck in the form of a necklace. Each one had its own individual shine. Satana's eyes flashed
between black and white furiously. Her skin was a beautiful tan and her skin color was evenly
spread. Gilgamesh had to stop himself from staring.
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"Maybe Satana, but so far she hasn't shown all this power you speak of," Gilgamesh snapped
walking away from Satana. All the numerous knives hanging from his belt shaking wildly as he
did so. Satana found the man mildly attractive with his pecan colored skin and nicely toned body.
His attitude could use a little work though.

"How were you pulled into the circle that is the Avengers?" Satana asked with a devilish smile
and a sparkle in her eye. Gilgamesh found himself disgusted with Satana's obvious flirtation.

"Weren't you already on the team by the time I joined?" Gilgamesh asked hoping to trap the dark
woman in her games of deceit. Perhaps she would then leave him be.

"Of course, but I also happened to be in another dimension with Sersi and Scarlet Witch at the
time. When we returned home with Hyperion we found Binary and you there," Satana explained
destroying Gilgamesh's hope of ending the conversation.

"Fine! I'll tell you of how I became part of the Avengers."

The Past

The sky cried out in pain as a pink tear from which the monster hunter, Gilgamesh, fell wounded
it. He landed on the soil of Russia with a hard thud. The ground seemed to give way under
Gilgamesh. As he stood up from the ground he wiped the dirt off of his black silk shirt and
magically imbued pants. Some dirt clung to the knives that hung from his belt, but the gigantic
silver sword that was latched to his back remained untouched by the ground.

"The gods surely must come up with a better way to travel," Gilgamesh groaned as he wiped the
last bit of dirt from his shoulder. The monster hunter began to survey the area for the monster he
was meant to kill, but instead he found an incredibly silent and unmoving Thor behind him.

"What brings you here thunder god and where is your companion Apollo?" Gilgamesh asked
trying to carry a touch of regality in his voice. Seeing an Asgardian wasn't on Gilgamesh's list of
things to do, but it was an honor to such a warrior as Thor nonetheless.

"Apollo is off recruiting the new Binary. I've come to make you the same offer."

Gilgamesh was deeply surprised at this offer. He had hardly expected something like this, but
even if he was to accept what of his duties with the gods. He did have to keep his priorities
straight after all.

Almost as if he read Gilgamesh's mind Thor said, "I have verily spoken with thou gods and they
approve of thou joining the mighty Avengers. In thee end thee choice befalls you. What do thou
say?"
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Gilgamesh with a distressed look pulled out his sword and leaped over Thor cutting a large
bull/man monster in half. Blood splattered all over Gilgamesh and he could only turn to Thor
with an embarrassed expression.

"Consider me apart of the Avengers, but I'd like to get cleaned up first."

Present

"So nice and kind to Thro, but unusually harsh towards me. I wonder why? Perhaps he just likes
the big, strong type," Satana said as if talking to herself, but she wanted Gilgamesh to hear every
word of it. Antagonizing him was her main goal.

"Because you're the type of thing I would kill on a regular basis Satana. My instincts keep telling
me to murder you where you stand you worthless piece of crap!" Gilgamesh bellowed walking
away from Satana. She grabbed his shoulder tightly.

"It's more than that hunter and you know it. You didn't hesitate to work alongside the vampires
Blade now did you?" Satana asked hoping to press him into a corner so that he would reveal his
true motivations behind his dislike for her. It seemed the ever since the team was fully assembled
there was more tension amongst it. Of course you would have to take in the stressful mission the
team had just undertaken into account. Anyone fighting a universal force, a powerful warlord,
and a rebel army all in one day just had to be something hard to handle. Gilgamesh wasn't on that
mission though.

"Blade was honorable and his intentions truthful. Besides one vampire could never be as serious
a threat as the dark god called Erebus. Surely you yourself know this! Blade died fighting that
monstrosity so don't you dare compare yourself to him. You're nothing compared to him,"
Gilgamesh snapped pushing away from Satana's hand and leaving the room.

"Talk about screwing up your chances. Ah well, there are plenty of the male specimen in the
universe," Satana sighed as she walked a good distance behind Gilgamesh following him to
where the ship was waiting to take them to the world of the Sidrian Hunters. There would be
there only hope of saving their lost teammate from whatever those purple bugs had in mind for
her. She could only imagine it.

Meanwhile the rest of the Avengers waited for her and Gilgamesh's arrival in the teleportation
room. Hyperion himself focused on the road that lied ahead intently. The Avengers were in for
one of the roughest battles of their lives. At least these Avengers! Going to an alien homeworld
and battling an entire race wasn't something you wake up in the morning wanting to do. The
Squadron Supreme would have never dreamed of it let alone try and tempt it. This mission was
utter suicide, but nonetheless a friend was in need and who was he to dispute the challenge?

Another Dimension

The Asgardian and Olympian stepped through a swirling blue portal that closed with a sucking
sound. Apollo and Thor had traversed over 10 realms already and had found no sign of Count
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Abyss of Callisto. Neither god was tired, but their hope was beginning to fail. Nonetheless they
weren't going to give up. Leaving a comrade behind was unforgivable in both their minds. And
oh what minds they had! Because of their greatness every sin they committed was forever buried
in their minds. It could never simple be forgotten.

"Let us begin our search for Callisto here," Apollo commanded as he pulled out his sword made
of ravenous flame like the scorching fires of the sun. It illuminated the dark dimension the two
gods were in brightly.

Thor stood firmly not moving an inch. Apollo shot the thunder god a harsh look immediately.
Thor only returned the look in full, as he said, "No more searching just yet Olympian. First thou
shalt give me wise answers to the questions that bubble deep within my skull."

Apollo impatiently replied, "Fine Thor! Ask your worthless questions quickly!" The sun god's
anger was evident in his tone and how he waved his hands wildly about as if he were a madman.
Of course once he answered Thor's questions he could very quickly be perceived as one.

"I thank thou for hearing me out. First, what augurs ill in my mind is why dost thou have this
sudden affection for the maiden Callisto? Thou has never laid eyes upon her until she joined the
Avengers or is my assumption untrue?" Thor asked a red in the face Olympian. Could Thor have
possibly hit a nerve?

"My eyes have been cast down on the form of my granddaughter plenty a time. She is something
I should have never wandered from to begin with," Apollo said with an immensely somber tone.
Thor stood quietly in a paralyzed shock at the revelation Apollo had given.

"Surprised Thor? Doesn't it make sense that she would reach out to me in the only way she knew
how by naming herself Callisto? Yes, she never knew her heritage, but deep in her mind she
always knew it was there. She had once been so beautiful like her fellow Olympians until she
was scarred, but yet I watched from afar afraid to make myself known. When she and her people
were nearly slaughtered I stood back from afar afraid to be known. No more! My granddaughter
shall know of her family and she will learn of my great grief," Apollo exclaimed his eyes turning
a pure white and his golden hair shining bright as a thousand lights in the sky.

"Ti's not it though. You wouldn't have organized this whole Avengers team with my help just to
get to your granddaughter. That's far too complicated when there could hath been much simpler
solutions. So tell me everything now!!" Thor bellowed a torrent forming quickly above the two
gods heads.

"The Power of a God
The Child of Olympus
The Witch of Chance
The Elemental Harmed
The Traveling Hero
The Hunter of Monster
The Queen of Demons
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The White Star
The Son of Asgard
The Man without a World
The Young Magician
The Aged amongst mortals, but young amongst Eternals," Apollo rambled to himself under a
hushed breath that Thor could barely hear him.

"What dost thou babble on about?" Thor asked his anger beginning to grow at Apollo's eluding
of his questions.

"They were the signs given to me regarding each and every member of this Avengers team. I am
the god of prophecy, as well you know. Do you wish to hear the rest of the tale?" Apollo asked a
confused Thor, but the Asgardian simply nodded his head.

"Each of these heroes you shall need for without you shall see the Earth and many races beside
crumble. The great evil that has sojourned many a world is here and what it seeks is chaos of
destruction of worst kind. United these heroes must stand against that evil for any other attempt
to stand against it will fumble. A word of warning to the wise! Watch out for The Aged amongst
mortals, but young amongst Eternals or else you shall die."

"Did your prophecy tell you anything else about this great evil that haunts us?" Thor asked.
Things were finally starting to connect for him. The pieces of the puzzle were beginning to align.

Apollo sighed heavily, "No it didn't Thor, but now you see both reasons why we must find
Callisto. Not only is she my family, but also she's a part of destiny. Without her the Earth and
many other worlds are in great danger. The prophecy cannot be altered even in the slightest or
everything the Avengers know will be gone."

"What if one of the members decides to leave? Binary hath been one in my mind that seems
unsteady about her role in the Avengers," Thor suggested, but instead of getting the god's interest
like he had hoped he simply got a smile.

"I've personally made sure each and every member won't leave the team. Have you noticed the
increased hostilities between Scarlet Witch and Crystal? Have you noticed the hate Gilgamesh
has for Satana, but the intrigue she has for him? That is all accredited to myself. With mental
manipulation I gave them all a reason to stay. They all have something to prove to someone else
on the team and I've given them all an increased sense of self-worth. Especially Binary," Apollo
explained to a stunned Thor.

"You've been manipulating the entire team Apollo? I thought thou were more honorable than
that. This augurs very ill with me! By Od's blood how could you so easily reach into thee team's
mind and alter it as thou saw fit!" Thor exclaimed angered at the fact all of the Avengers even
himself had been duped, used, and manipulated by Apollo. Such treachery Thor could barely
stand for! His blood boiled over with rage.
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"I feel your anger emanating off you Thor and believe me I understand it. I did all this
reluctantly, but it is for the sake of all I do it. I'm sure you won't complain too much about a little
manipulation if Asgard is saved because of it. Your father, Odin, has never hesitated to do just
that," Apollo commented.

"Let us continue thee search for Callisto! Talk of this matter sickens my maw!" Thor exclaimed
flying away from Apollo.

Next issue: The Avengers head to the Sidrian Homeworld to rescue Binary. Also Thor and
Apollo continue their search for Callisto only to come across Adversary. Look for more on the
dilemma of Lilandra and Dooku's mysterious master.

Author Notes

This is my first Avengers issue and I must say I'm pleased with it. Despite whatever flaws are in
it my heart was in this story and that counts for a great deal in my book. Anyway you're probably
wondering where on Earth did this roster come from.

Well, that will explained, but slowly overtime. I really just didn't want to do a "recruitment" arc
especially with this large an Avengers team. Though I will explain things about they got together
and such. I just wanted to hit the ground running with this series.

Now as for a little tidbit into my thinking on the roster I'm going to run down on some of the
reasons I chose who I did for the roster.

1) Thor- He's the big brawler and he'll make my Avengers team tough in spirit and power
2) Scarlet Witch- So so much I want to do with her powers
3) Crystal- I want give her a more aggressive edge and resolve her feelings about that jerk Pietro
once and for all
4) Shaitan- He's going to be a big player in my "big" story.
5) Satana- A love interest for someone on the team and someone to be an antithesis to the type of
godliness Thor is accustom to.
6) Jennifer Kale- She's the one person on the team who can easily switch between light and dark
stories
7) Hyperion- Also figures into my "big" story
8) Gilgamesh- Bringing him on the team is one of my ways of honoring X3 in this title. There
will be others.
9) Binary- I wanted to bring in one of my OC's somehow and she fit the bill pretty well.
10) Apollo- He's going to be a major figure in this book and I remember someone suggesting on
a message board he'd be a cool hero. So I figured I'd try it. Though he is hiding a major secret.
11) Callisto- She's the wildcard. I had an urge one day to write Callisto and so I bought her onto
the title. But believe her presence on the team will be legitimized soon enough.
12) Sersi- She's probably the biggest player of all in my "big" story. Plus I've heard Rutog talk so
much about her I just decided I'd give her shot. Plus the Eternals always intrigued me and her
interaction with Apollo is just too sweet not to do.
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Issue #15
A Call to Arms

Chapter 4

Hyperion, Satana, Jennifer Kale, Gilgamesh, and Scarlet Witch stepped onto the large four
circles that were going to teleport them to the planet below. Each of them prepared themselves
for what was ahead. A war for the life of a friend was on the horizon and they wanted to be up to
the battle.

Two Hours Later

Jennifer Kale's eyes turned opal and the four Sidrian hunters in front of her began to turn a
brown color and slowly they took the shape of trees. Nearly a 100 more Sidrian Hunters were at
her back though. Kale turned around and began to chant, "the seas of old and the waves anew
will blast back my foes! Wave after wave will smother my enemy above and blow!"

Suddenly a gigantic wall of blue water arose from the harsh ground of the Sidrian Homeworld.
Many of the aliens began to scatter at the sight of the wave, but it was too late. The wave charged
at the Sidrian Hunters like a mad horse. The simple force was enough kill many of the purple
incestoids. And if they weren't dead they were either mighty close or were too hurt to participate
in the rest of the battle anyway. This gave Jennifer another idea on how to make the fight shorter.

"Fallen foe and injured warriors arise anew as soldiers of right and light reborn! Soldiers arise!
Soldiers arrive! Soldiers revive!" Jennifer Kale said in an altered tone. Quickly and very
noticeably the Sidrian hunters that had been killed or wounded glowed like a blue Christmas
light. Suddenly the blue lights made a sizzling sound and became hard blue cocoons. Out of the
cocoons came Atlantean warriors of old armed to the tooth. They quickly almost in a mindless
manner made their charge against the Sidrian Hunters. 85 warriors had been added to the side of
the avengers and Kale was immensely pleased. Her team's fighting chance had just gone up a
notch though saving Binary wasn't going to be any easier. She was being held on one of the most
dangerous planets in the galaxy. That was never something she had in mind.

Meanwhile across the battlefield Wanda and Hyperion held off a group of about 80 Sidrian
Hunters as best as they could. Hyperion was taking the smash everything in sight approach while
Scarlet Witch was using her hex bolts to keep the big insects off of their game. Ms. Maximoff
was now beginning to question the wisdom in only vie Avengers coming to this world to rescue
Binary. Cap probably would have come alone if the situation called for it.

"It seems the 'smash them and hope they break' method is futile here. They just keep coming and
coming in waves," Hyperion exclaimed desperate.

"I see I'm going to have to push my powers a little bit here, "Wanda said wearily. Ever since
Vision's death she's been training herself greatly in the use of her powers and it has been quite
effective. Sweat began to bead down Wanda's head a she concentrated on creating some help for
her Avengers in this tight situation. Suddenly the Sidrian Hunters that were fighting Hyperion
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turned on their fellow Hunters attacking them viciously. Next, there was a screeching sound in
the air and four-dozen Brood came from the sky. The xenomoprhs descended upon the
opposition ripping them to pieces. Scarlet Witch fell to her knees slightly exhausted. Altering
reality to your will was tough.

"Are you okay?" Hyperion asked as he lifted Wanda out of her kneeled position. His leader
nodded and Hyperion smiled, " That was one trick you pulled there. It actually opened up a clear
path to that large building Binary is in."

"Then let us stop talking and save her from these fiends!" Gilgamesh yelled as he charged
towards the building with Satana and Jennifer Kale behind him. Hyperion lifted up Scarlet Witch
in his arms and flew towards the building ahead of Gilgamesh and the rest. He would have
simply pile drived into the building, but he had a much more frail being in his arms. He didn't
want to hear it from Thor if she got hurt.

"I have a better idea," Scarlet Witch said almost as if she had read Hyperion's mind. Perhaps she
was a better leader than some had given her credit. Wanda outstretched her hand and waved it
horizontally for a few seconds. The building that held Nicole began to shake wildly and the outer
walls dissolved into thin air showing exactly where Binary was at. The Scarlet Witch didn't get
to see the fruits of her labors since the strain had caused her to pass out. Hyperion wondered if
the control Wanda received over her powers was worth it. Sure it saved his life and some of her
greater potential was unlocked, but he knew well enough that Scarlet Centurion hardly did
anything that had entirely positive consequences.

The walls of the building faded away into nothing as if it was air. The sight amazed Hyperion.
He had hardly seen a feat of that kind performed before. No wonder Immortus sought after her
such a great deal a while ago. Slowly he approached the building scanning for Binary. Maybe
she would give a yell or some other type of hint. It would make thins a lot easier for him. Out of
nowhere Hyperion's eyes feel upon a large purple machine that was spinning rapidly. In the
center of the device an orange, black and white blur. He assumed that was Binary and began to
fly hard.

Reaching the device where he assumed Binary was being held in Hyperion sat Scarlet Witch
wistfully on the gritty floor. The whole building seemed to pulsate like a living creature. The
Shi'ar had told them that the Sidrian Hunters had a good deal of organic-based technology
though. Hyperion lifted his head up as he heard the screams of a woman near.

"Hold on Binary!" Hyperion said as he ripped a piece of the floor up form below him. A green
oil-like substance spilled all over his outfit. Ignoring the mess, Hyperion launched the piece of
floor into air at the top of the purple blur. There was loud explosion and Binary was literally
launched into Hyperion's large arms. The unexpected collision knocked Hyperion to the floor.
He fell only a few feet from an unconscious Scarlet Witch. Peering up Hyperion saw his
teammates Gilgamesh, Satana and Jennifer kale staring at him. Embarrassment wasn't something
that hit Hyperion often, but right now it struck him like a very very hard sledgehammer. His face
was red like a hot fire.
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"Looks like you finally got something dome for a change," Satana laughed in her seductive tone.
Gilgamesh quickly turned at Satana and burned her with his intense stare. Ms. Hellstorm's laughs
ceased. Hyperion was glad for it as he arose from the ground.

"I guess this is a mission accomplished. So we can return home now?" Jennifer said half-asking
and half-telling. Being on this planet for a second longer was not something she was looking
forward to.

Binary rose up from the spot Hyperion had laid her down on and muttered, "We can't leave. Not
yet. Major trouble."

"What do you mean major trouble?" Hyperion asked not looking forward to the prospect of
having to handle something else on this world. Out of nowhere there was a massive rumbling
almost as if an earthquake was happening. From what he had read up on the Sidrian Homeworld
though they were tectonically inactive. So an earthquake couldn't have been it.

"Oh no!!" Satana yelled pointing towards a large sudden burst of orange that flew further and
further upward.

"What is it? I can't see that far? What is it?" Jennifer Kale asked desperate to know why Satana
looked so freaked out.

Binary rose to her feet and leaned on Hyperion's shoulder as she said, "They're clones. 10,000
clones of me all headed for a nearby world. 10 million sentient beings live on that world and my
clones will annihilate them all. I hate to say it, but we're going to have to stop these guys."

"We're going to need some power to do it. I mean ten thousand clones of you isn't exactly a walk
in the park," Jennifer Kale said truthfully.

Suddenly, Wanda's body rose up from the ground surrounded with radiant crimson energy. Out
of her body five spikes of energy appeared. They were about the size of baseball bats and they
went flying out of her body and into her teammates. Their bodies began to glow a bright scarlet
color and all of them felt a powerful burst of energy.

"Amazing! Even in her unconscious state Wanda's powers shine through. She's given us the
means with this power boost and so we now have to follow through with it. Let's stop a real
attack of the clones!" Hyperion exclaimed.

Ssi-Ra stepped up to the platform he would speak to the Senate from. Today's session was the
discussion of a new budget that would involve more military spending and more investing in
genetic operations. He was delivering the proposal on the behalf of Lilandra since she had other
Imperial matters to attend to. Besides Ssi-Ra was looking forward to facing the political
juggernaut, Chancellor Dooku. Perhaps he would be able to put the Chancellor in his proper
place and be the saving grace for his Empress.
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"Ssi-Ra, representative of Majestrix Lilandra, please step forward," Chancellor Dooku said. Ssi-
Ra walked up further to the platform and straightened his posture.

Proudly and full of strength Ssi-Ra began his speech, "Grand members of the Senate I've come to
you today with a proposal directly from the ruler of our splendid empire. She has in light of the
recent attacks by Riovanes and his allies decided that we as a whole are in need of more military
strength and power. One of the newer ways to build up that military might is through genetic
testing. That is why in this proposal I have in my hands there is a motion for more spending in
military technology and genetic operations. Within two years time the Empire's military will be
one of the stronger ones in this region of the universe. And once expansion begins into the
Aldramelk Galaxy we should have more raw materials needed to increase the glory and prestige
of the Empire!"

There was a loud nationalistic cheer from the members of the Senate as Ssi-Ra's invigorating
words rumbled through them giving them mesmerizing hope. Chancellor Dooku clapped lightly
as he was slouched down in his chair. His arrogant disinterest disgusted Ssi-Ra greatly.

"Your words are impressive Ssi-Ra, but I still have a few questions about this proposal from the
Empress. For instance would what exactly would this genetic operations incur?" Chancellor
Dooku asked.

Ssi-Ra smiled as he replied, "Well, for one we would work on creating entirely organic warships
which could heal and adapt just like real living beings. It would save a tremendous amount of
raw materials to go into infrastructure. We would also work on creating entirely new species to
be our shock troops and serve other functions in our future military conflicts."

"Intriguing to say the least. I might even agree with this proposal if not for its tremendous flaws.
With organic ships it's entirely possible and far too easy to create viruses for them. Creating
warriors could create more rebellion and revolutionary ideas. The Empire already has enough
problems with rebel factions and underground resistance groups as is," Chancellor Dooku
proclaimed causing a rumble amongst the members of the Senate.

Ssi-Ra coughed stopping the mumbling of the Senate as he said, "Interesting you should mention
that esteemed Chancellor. In fact these genetic operations could bring a stop to all rebel factions
and underground resistances within a matter of months. As to creating more rebellion and such I
have an answer for that as well. The creatures we'll be formulating will be limited in their realms
of thinking and attitude. In other words they'll have their minds programmed for them."

Senator S'Har stood up and asked, "But couldn't someone just as easily reprogram these creatures
then? Who can say someone won't abuse the power of these creatures?"

There was a roar of agreement from the Senate. Obviously S'Har had allegiance to the
Chancellor. The smirk all over Dooku's face was evidence enough for Ssi-Ra. Arguing the issue
further would do no good.
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"I have nothing more to say respectable Chancellor and exalted Senate. I leave the vote in your
hands. I know you shall make the right decision," Ssi-Ra concluded stepping off the platform out
of the sight of the Senate.

If he could have had the chance Ssi-Ra would have strangled the Chancellor. He knew Lilandra's
proposal had just gone out the window and there wasn't anything he could do about it. Military
matters were one of the things left in the hands of the Senate. In recent years the Senate has
begun to abuse their power and put the Empire in a stranglehold.

Meanwhile Chancellor Dooku breathed a sigh of relief. For just a second there he thought Ssi-Ra
would convince the Senate to approve Lilandra's plan for the military. If it weren't for Senator
S'Har his master would be down his throat in a few hours. Increasing the Shi'ar military greatly
was definitely one thing the master didn't want to happen. It would hamper his plans to say the
least.

Apollo and Thor stepped through the crackling portal of electricity into the desolate wastelands
of yet another dimension. The two gods had explored over twenty worlds so far in search in
Callisto and none of them had bared any worthwhile fruit…yet.

"So here we are in yet another dimension. There must be some faster way to find Callisto. By
now there's no telling what Count Abyss might have done to her," Apollo complained to a weary
Thor.

"Perhaps, but tis best we continue on our current course of search. By the will of Odin something
augurs ill in this world! Does thou not sense a strange presence?" Thor asked obviously
distressed.

"No need for him to go sensing around Thor. I'll personally welcome you to my world!"

Suddenly three long tendrils rose rapidly from the ground like ravenous rats ready to feast on
festering flesh. They wrapped themselves tightly around Apollo and Thor and it was like the two
gods were trapped in an unbreakable mesh. Looking down the Olympian began to see a face
begin to form in the cracked and dried ground that quickly turned into a face of blood and flesh.
It was the god Adversary who was their captor. Apollo had heard about him in hushed voices on
Olympus though it wasn't because he was feared. It was more because he was rather an
embarrassment. In all his time of existence he really hadn't done much.

"Never did I think I would get such exquisite guests here today. I'm sure you'll make much better
company than Johnny Storm and the Thing did. They became rather boring after a couple of
weeks."

"The Thing?! Tis very surprising Grimm did not flog thee well!" Thor yelled trying to unwrap
himself from the cords that held him hostage.

Suddenly the face in the ground grew smaller making the ground around it lush and green as he
retraced. Till his face was about the size of a normal one his body suddenly began to push itself
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up from the ground till his full body was formed. His eyes were a pale yellow and his skin a dark
purple. Long, greasy black hair flowed down his back and glorious white teeth lined his mouth.

"He did try a couple of times Thor. Though he wasn't very successful and with the power of you
two flowing through me he'll be even less successful. My invasion of Earth will finally be
imminent with the power of an Olympian and Asgardian added to my package," Adversary
cackled as the tendrils strangling Thor and Apollo began to glow an olive color.

"By Odin's beard!" Thor yelled as he felt the life being drained out of him painfully by the
tendrils. It was as if they were boring themselves into every pore of his godly body. Apollo felt
equal if not worse pain since his threshold was not as great as the Thunder God's.

"Odin's beard has nothing to do with this I'm quite sure. Though quite soon I will crush him as
well," Adversary boasted throwing his arms up in ecstasy as he could feel the strength of Thor
and Apollo begin to course threw him.

"You have yet to see the limits of us yet Adversary. Do not count us out of this battle," Apollo
grunted as his eyes began to shoot out fire wildly. The tendrils turned from an olive color to a
deep purple as they began to crumble. The two gods fell to the ground with a hard thud and they
quickly felt their strength come back.

Adversary meanwhile was reeling in pain from Apollo's attack. He fell on the floor with a hard
thud and in his delirium he began to change shapes wildly. He turned into a snake, then into a
large lion, an Indian shaman, and many other forms.

"You're not Apollo! You're not Thor! Get away!" Adversary yelled insanely.

"Can thee fool be so crazed that he doth not know whom he battles?" Thor asked.

"I would have to say yes. Let us leave this place though and begin our search for Callisto again.
We have no more time to waste and I hope we keep encounters like these to an extreme
minimum," Apollo said.

"Of course. Though Adversary tis not nearly as bad as thee dimension ruled by that insane
Scarlet Witch. Could ye believe thee woman actually had Dr. Strange, Moondragon, and Adam
Warlock within her thrall? I was tempted to aid them," Thor replied.

"I doubt that we would have been of much help truthfully. Let us focus on the task at hand and
then maybe we can return there to offer our assistance."

Next Issue: The effects of Excalibur #X are brought to fore here and what does it have to do with
Dooku's master? The three Avengers on Earth are confronted with the threat of Menace X?
Apollo and Thor find Callisto trapped and they can't think of anyway to free her.
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Issue #16
A Call to Arms

Chapter 5

Mr. Argenetto stepped up to the podium and began to speak to the UN officials, "As you all
know there have been accusations of the US and Russia working together to wipe out Cuba. First
and foremost I must say that my country and the honorable country of Russia would never and
have never planned any sort of attack against Cuba. Whether it is by biological or traditional
warfare. And anyone who thinks otherwise can take it up personally with me."

"Before you go on Mr. Argenetto let me say that as a representative of the Cuban country we
believe the United States and Russia in what they say. In fact we will not allow the ramblings of
a fanatical terrorist to interfere in the ways of peace and justice. I'm on behalf of Fidel Castro
now extending an invitation to all the diplomats in Paris to come to Havana. There we can wrap
up any loose ends and show the world a UN that works."

The Secretary General smiled sinisterly as he said, "Glad to see that's all been resolved without
too much trouble. Now there are more pressing matters at hand."

A man in the crowd smiled at what just took place. While his plan to create war may have been
thwarted the drug was still going to get distributed. And in time he would have both the Shi'ar
and Earth under his thrall. That is if Chancellor Dooku didn't bumble up and say the wrong thing.
He had worked too hard building up his plans to have them crash down at the last moment. Soon
Menace X would make their move and another cog in his plan would be revealed.

Hyperion launched himself into the air his body slamming into one of the Binary clones. The
momentum knocked her and ten of her friends out of the red sky pummeling to the ground. The
former Squadron Supreme leader didn't have time to gloat over his victory for two long because
5 more Binary clones were behind him. Skillfully, he dodged the energy blasts of the Binary
clones despite his large size. A few carefully placed punches ended the fight. The fact that
Hyperion was standing up against this horde wasn't the most spectacular things. It was the fact he
was surviving and fighting with a severely weakened Wanda Maximoff strapped to his back. Of
course if you were to tell Hyperion of his grandeur he would probably shrug it off as coming
with the territory. That was the type of man he was.

"You shouldn't have to fight this battle. You should be home," Wanda said feeling guilty over
Hyperion risking his life for her. He had saved her life before on his world when Sersi, Satana,
and herself traveled to his world to try and get him to join the Avengers. They found his Earth
overrun by the forces of Scarlet Centurion. Hyperion and a few other superpowers were the only
resistance to his rule. The three Avengers helped Hyperion in his guerrilla war against Scarlet
Centurion. After running a few successful raids out of nowhere Scarlet Centurion made a deal.
He would leave Earth if Hyperion left and if he was allowed to unlock Wanda's full potential.
Hyperion and Wanda both agreed to the deal and they are where they're at now because of it.
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"Wanda if I wanted to stay on my world I would have turned down Scarlet Centurion's offer,"
Hyperion said. He didn't want Wanda to feel guilty ever. His choice was his own. Hyperion was
his own man and every choice he made was his own to make.

Meanwhile on the ground below Jennifer Kale, Satana, and Binary were blasting back clones as
best as they could. Then an idea clicked in Binary's head on how to stop her "sisters". She
motioned her two teammates to stop fighting. She received strange looks for it.

"Look guys. I got an idea on how to stop my clones once and for all. First I need Jennifer to heal
Wanda with one of her doo-hickey spells and then Wanda's going to use her powers to make my
clones stick together like glue. Once this happens Satana is going to open a massive dimensional
portal leading straight to a black hole. And finally Kale is going to drop the little ladies in with
yet another of her wondrous spells. Get it? Good," Binary said as she flew off to tell Hyperion to
bring Wanda down to the ground. He probably would laugh at her plan.

As Binary flew off Kale leaned over to Satana and said, "Gilgamesh is going to be highly upset
that he wasn't involved in the plan. You know how big-headed that guy is?"

"Believe me I know first hand. The guy threatened to kill me, but he's probably better off
warning the local population of the attack of the clones anyway. His abilities wouldn't do much
good in a situation like this," Satana said almost with a smirk on her face at the thought of
Gilgamesh being upset. The guy was very touchy and she could use this as another way to get
under his skin. If she couldn't have him embracing her then she would make his life a living hell,
but in the smallest of ways.

As Hyperion landed Wanda was instantly hit with a glowing purple ball of energy straight from
Kale. Scarlet Witch stirred slightly as the spell took its effect, but soon she was off Hyperion's
back and as lively as ever.

Wanda smiled lifting her hands up in the sky as she began to hex, "Time for phase two of this
little plan boys and girls."

Suddenly the clones of Binary froze in mid-air and began to fly backwards all at one point of
convergence. They were sticking together like glue and soon they were all attached to one
another as if they had been thrown on a giant piece of flypaper. The clones struggled with all
their might to break free of their prison, but it was to no avail.

Binary smiled at the fact that her plan was working perfectly. Satana stepped up in front of
Scarlet Witch and pointed her black sword at the sky. Suddenly a large purple ripped formed in
the sky right behind the bunched together clones.

"Looks like it's your turn Kale," Satana said motioning Jennifer to do her magic.

"Alright ladies and gent lets hit this," Kale said mumbling something under her breath. Her body
and the bodies of the clones began to glow a rose color. As the color's intensity grew brighter
Kale began to wave her hands back and forth. As she did this the mass of clones began to move
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close towards the portal. When they were close enough Satana swung her sword around in a
circular motion and the portal engulfed the multitude of glowing clones.

"That takes care of that," Binary said dusting her hands off as if she had done a great deal of
work.

"Now all we gotta do is contact the Shi'ar fleet and get back home. I want a Burger King
sandwich so bad that it hurts," Hyperion said.

"I've never been partial to Burger King. Too many calories! I do enjoy a Taco Bell burrito
though," Scarlet Witch said.

"Well, look who's coming up the hill. I bet he'll be supremely disappointed that he missed out on
the fun," Kale said as she saw Gilgamesh running up the hill in front of her with all his speed.

"Hey what's the rush Gilgamesh? We got the clones beat!" Binary informed Gilgamesh as he
finally reached the spot where the Avengers where gathered.

"The clones are the least of our worries! We have to get off this planet before…ACKK!!"
Gilgamesh yelled as his body was encased in a glowing red bubble of energy.

"What the heck…ARGHH!!" Binary yelled as she was wrapped in the same bubble of energy.
Soon in a matter of seconds the rest of the Avengers were wrapped in the same type of bubbles
unable to do anything about it.

Crystal sipped her cup of tea as she read her Cosmopolitan magazine. The Inhuman royal quite
enjoyed reading about the intricacies of human female glamour, fame, and beauty. It all made for
entertaining reading and along with some of Jarvis's exquisitely made tea it was heaven. She
never knew being the leader of the Avengers, no matter if it was short, could be so much fun.
There hadn't really been any problems for her three-member squad to handle.

When her comrades left Earth she considered assembling some older Avengers members to form
a temporary team until they came back, but she decided against it. Forming temporary teams
seem to always lead to problems. Besides Sersi, Shaitan, and herself were more than potent
enough to handle any threat that might come their way.

Sersi walked up to Crystal with a glass of wine in her hand and said, "We have a situation
Crystal. It appears that some group calling themselves Menace X is attacking a Mutant
Registration building in Tampa."

The Inhuman jumped her up from her chair immediately as she said, "Well, then suit up and let's
get there before one of those X groups get to them."

As Sersi and Crystal both headed out of the luxuriously decorated room with the amazing spa the
Eternal asked, "What's so exciting about having an X plastered to your name? I'm really starting
to think mutants are the Brittany Spears and Justin Timberlake's of the hero biz."
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"Well, those types are known for sleeping around. No wonder Pietro decided to stay with the X-
Men if that's the case."

Tampa

"Here comes company," Post said as he looked up and saw one of the Avenger's infamous jets
past overhead.

"And just the kind of company we're looking for," Femme said as she moved her long white hair
out of her face to reveal her deep brown skin and her green eyes.

"Yeah well don't get too frisky with Shaitan. We all know you like the big, strong, and ugly
type," Slash said as he retracted his glistening orange claws and extended his pearly white teeth.
With the claw on his pinky Slash scratched his golden fur.

"Then that might explain why Post gets all the booty and you don't," Femme said blowing Slash
a mocking kiss.

Slash growled, "Who'd want a ho like you anyway?"

"Focus guys. Here they come. Remember they're Avengers and there is no margin for error."

The three Avengers came charging through the parking lot of the building bobbing and weaving
their way through the blasted out potholes and the charred cars. Finally they came to a stop only
a few feet away from Menace X and Crystal yelled, "Stand down now! Or this is going to get
very ugly."

Post smiled, "I can't imagine getting much uglier lady!"

With that proclamation Post leaped into Shaitan and landed a punch to the jaw sending the
alternate reality hero into a still flaming car. Before Shaitan hit the car and become forced to
suffer a couple of burns he shapeshifted himself into Storm and with her powers blew himself
over the car. It required a strong gust of wind to do so. Shaitan could only hope he had chose the
right form to fight this mutant with. Because once he changed his form he could never be quite
sure when he would change back. That was part of his powers. He could shapeshift into anyone
and anything, but he could never be quite sure when he would change back to normal. It would
happen randomly. Sometimes he would change back in a matter of seconds and sometimes it
took two weeks. He knew his maximum to stay in one form was a month, but he had never hit
that limit yet. The only problem was once he changed back that he would be too exhausted to do
anything for at least seven hours.

"You just made a bad mistake big guy!" Shaitan yelled as he poured down lighting from the sky
on Post.
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Meanwhile Sersi was fighting against the mutant who called himself Slash. She easily dodged
the attacks he tried to deliver with his claws. Though Slash wasn't stupid and realizing Sersi had
become complacent in his use of the same attack over and over again he leaped over Sersi's head
and delivered a kick to the head. Sersi fell backwards, but she was far from out of the fight. As
Slash landed on the concrete Sersi made it so it was like quicksand and Slash quickly found his
body half way in the concrete. Despite his best attempts he couldn't free himself.

Sersi put her hand on her mouth for a pretend yawn and said, "Boy I thought I might actually get
a challenge from this."

From across the parking lot Femme saw the defeat of Slash and said to Crystal, "Just because he
lost doesn't mean you're going to get such an easy victory."

"Of course not dear. Of course not," Crystal grinned as the air around Femme began to
crystallize until the woman was trapped in a diamond prison.

"Talk about your pushovers," the Inhuman woman said as she walked away from Femme.

Post saw the defeat of Femme and Slash despite the fact he was continuously being pummeled
by lighting. Cursing to himself he unleashed a massive energy wave by shooting off five of his
pods that were continuously growing on his body. The energy was enough to knock Shaitan out
of the sky and since the form of Storm was weaker the hit was more devastating.

"I guess more enhancements are going to be needed. The power boosts weren't enough for Slash
and Femme, but I think Fat-ta-Maru will be pretty pleased at the fact that I withstood a good bit
of power that might have gotten the better of me a couple of months ago," Post smiled both
angered and excited all at once as he pressed a tiny button on his wrist about the size of a
fingernail. He could see the air begin to crystallize around him as he teleported away with Slash
and Femme.

Crystal snapped her fingers together and exclaimed, "I almost had him, but I'm almost a 100%
percent positive we're going to see those guys again. How's Shaitan doing Sersi?"

Sersi walked up to Crystal with Shaitan in her arms. He was a great deal lighter since he was in
the form of Storm. Seeing Shaitan as Storm saddened Crystal a bit. The woman had died bravely
in battle. She didn't deserve to die the way she did. Crystal would have been at the funeral if it
weren't for the fact that Pietro was there. Besides she didn't want to have to take Luna with her.
There was no telling when she might have got the chance to see Pietro again after the funeral.
The fool wasn't very good at visiting his child. More and more the image of his father he was
becoming.

"He's fine for the most part. Just a couple of bruises and cuts. He might have a concussion
though. So I suggest we get him back to the Mansion ASAP," Sersi suggest keeping Shaitan's
head level.

Another Dimension
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Apollo and Thor stepped through the portal. The same portal that had led them across so many
different dimensions and so many different worlds. If the two weren't gods they might have gone
insane from some of the sights they saw.

"Does thou feel that?" Thor asked.

"Yes! I do indeed feel it Thor. It is Callisto. She's only a couple of hundred miles away from
here. We must find a quicker way through all this jungle and forest," Apollo exclaimed excited at
finally having found Callisto.

"Hast thou's excitement caused you to take leave of thou senses? We shalt simply rise above thee
trees!" Thor said taking off into the air swinging his hammer in a circular motion above him as
he did so. It removed any obstruction that might be in the way.

Apollo sighed as he changed his body into a flaming ball and began to burn through the forest as
quickly as Thor tore his way through them. They continued like this for almost seven hours
without ceasing. Neither of them could have guessed at how long it would take them to get above
the trees at last. When they finally cascaded through the two gods took in a deep breath as if their
souls had been gladdened by finally breathing untouched air.

"How oh how did we get through that?"

"Tis thee wrong person thou ask Apollo," Thor said.

Apollo laughed, "True. Asgardians aren't known for their great thinking skills. Let us just go and
find Callisto."

"Verily, but thou shalt first get a thrashing for insulting we Asgardians. Insults shan't go by us
lightly. We Asgardians excel at thee arts of addition and subtraction. That shalt be brains
enough."

There was silence between the two gods for a moment and then laughter began to pour out from
the two of them. Just then a great rumbling began to shake the forest and out of the expansive
area there erupted a gigantic black tower only a few miles away from Apollo and Thor. The
tower had popped up as if it were a flower in spring. The hilarity quickly ceased.

"What tis that pray tell?"

"Don't know, but whatever it is I'm feeling Callisto calling out to us from within there.
Something terrible is going on in there," Apollo said putting his hand to his temple.

"Then let us take flight in haste! For no harm shalt befall Callisto while we still have breath."
Thor yelled as he charged toward the tower. The Olympian followed behind the Thunder God
with great speed. Controlling the sun required a good bit on side on your side.
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2 Hours Later

"How shall we ever free her?" Apollo asked himself as the two gods stared hopelessly at the
hundreds and hundreds of vines that flowed in and throughout Callisto. The vines were draining
her life while at the same time keeping her sustained to what ends Apollo wasn't sure. But to try
and free her would simply kill his granddaughter. They had to be another way. She was crucial to
the plan. To everything he was working to build.

"Kill me!" an alien voice that was Callisto yelled. The pain she was going through at the moment
was unbearable. Count Abyss had dropped her here as a present to this tower that hadn't had
company for almost 500 million years. There was no way he was going to let her go easy. It was
better to kill her.

"Nay! We shalt save thou yet!" Thor decreed. He wasn't going to leave a fellow Avengers
behind. That's not what Avengers did and even more that wasn't what Asgardians did. Comrades
were never left behind. Especially, not in a situation akin to what Callisto was in.

Next Issue: Three heroes come back to the mansion for a homecoming! A guest-appearance is
made and it holds some significance to Crystal and see what's happening to our Avengers in
space.

Author's Notes

This issue marks my third issue as Avengers writer and I'm pretty proud of the work I've done so
far. It was definitely exciting getting an EC for my debut Avengers issue. I put a lot of work into
it and much love to Chris Munn for giving me his thoughts and what not about how he felt about
the whole thing. Watch out for him and Russ on Avengers West Coast. They are definitely going
to blow things up. I'm sure of it. This year is definitely going to be an exciting one for the
Avengers.

And if you noticed this issue has some of the stuff from Excalibur #X spill over into it. I figured
I'd finally give the story a little more significance since David hasn't mentioned it too much. Now
don't get me wrong I understand David's reasons for not mentioning it because he's doing his
own thing and believe me what David does is good. Excalibur is probably the second busiest
superhero team after Avengers. J Anyway go read Excalibur #X if you want to understand more
of what's going on in the first scene of this Avengers issue.

Oh and just to explain the motivations behind of some of what I do the black tower holding
Callisto really comes from Saruman's tower of Isengrad. I think that's how it's spelled anyway,
but I still got the Two Towers bug as you can tell. And the whole vine thing comes from the cool
Black Tom story Chuck Austen did over in UXM. So the stuff I write and do has a lot of
background behind it.

Sorry if this is boring, but I figured I'd just give you guys a glimpse into why I do some of the
things I do and where the inspirations come from.
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Issue #17
A Call to Arms

Chapter 6

Apollo and Thor walked around in circles for almost an hour trying to think of something to help
their teammate and fellow Avenger, Callisto. She was being held against her will by some
sentient black tower thanks to Count Abyss. The guy really knew how to stick it to you. Even in
defeat. Then Apollo stopped his pacing and smiled.

"I believe I know of a way to appease this monstrosity. I must simply commune with it to do so,"
Apollo said putting his hands to his temples as he united his mind with that of the tower. Thor
watched Apollo for two minutes and not once did the god flinch. Olympians though never as
grand and powerful as the Asgardians did possess determination if nothing else.

Suddenly the vines through and around Callisto began to retract until the Morlock woman fell to
the ground. Apollo then broke his link with the tower and scooped up Callisto in his arms.

"How didst thee do it?" Thor asked amazed at the ease that Apollo freed Callisto with.

"The tower was simply lonely. Millions of years with no one to talk to can make a person
desperate. So I promised him more company than just one woman and about a mile from here
there are a thousand fire golems waiting to spend all the time in the world with him," Apollo
explained with a smile. If it had been up to Thor they probably would have just busted the tower
up till it caved in around them.

"Tis all done then. Shalt we return home?" Thor suggested with a smile full of excitement.

"Let us get home quickly for I have my precious back and it's time to show her who she truly is,"
Apollo exclaimed.

Avengers Mansion

"I don't know why you're here, but I suggest that you say and what you have to say. And make it
quick. My patience has been known to run thin as of late," Crystal said to her unexpected visitor
at the moment. She was hoping that whatever he was here for he would make it quick. He
obviously wasn't out to harm anybody since he didn't bulldoze his way to her.

"Whether you believe me or not I've come to apologize for all the harm I may have caused you,"
Exodus said extending out a hand of friendship to Crystal. He wasn't sure if this attempt was any
good, but he had to try. He was determined to heal all the wounds he's created over the time of
his existence.

Crystal took Exodus's hand firmly and said, "Maybe this sounds crazy, but I believe you Exodus.
I can see the honesty in your eyes. I haven't seen honesty in some time. Kinda sad I'd see it in
someone I use to consider a foe and not in the one I loved most."
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Bennet frowned and said, "I assume you're talking about Pietro. I'm sorry to hear about his
adulterous habits. A woman like you shouldn't be left alone. So how's Luna?"

"She's fine. I still can't believe we're actually having a civil conversation. Pietro and me can't
even do that these days. Honestly though I've moved on. He's the past," Crystal sighed looking
away from Exodus.

"Perhaps, but don't be so quick to forget the past because it's not so quick to forget about you.
Will you be seeking custody for Luna?" Exodus asked.

Crystal's face twisted at this question, "Yes, I'm seeking full custody for her. I don't want her
near Pietro. He's far too violent and he barely shows up anyway. I'm not going to have her
disappointed again and again like my marriage to him was."

"I once had a wife and child. It's not common knowledge really. I haven't even told my Exiles. I
was about 18 years old and my wife's name was Natalie. It was about four months into our
marriage when she got pregnant. He was a boy and his name was Armand. Two months after his
first birthday they both died from some type of bacterial infection. I was devastated."

"How long afterward did you go to the Crusades?" Crystal asked beginning to see what made
Exodus tick.

"Almost immediately afterward. When Apocalypse approached me I did want power. Some
small hope in my mind made me wish the power I would receive would bring Natalie and
Armand back. At the same time though I felt there wasn't anything left to my life anyway so why
not join Apocalypse? And so I did. That was the worst mistake I could have ever made," Exodus
said hanging his head low.

Realization beamed across Crystal's face, "You joined Apocalypse out of grief! It all makes
sense now. I thought you were just a man seeking out power. All this time…"

"Grief can drive people to do crazy things. Don't let it make you do anything rash Crystal. I
thank you for hearing me out and for your forgiveness. It means more to me than you know.
Now I'm off to Hong Kong, but perhaps I'll stop by again," Exodus bowed as yellow light
overtook him taking him back to the Exiles Base.

"Did you just have a conversation with who I think you did?" Sersi asked coming around the
corner.

"I just did. And you think you know a guy…"

"Well, all I know is that he was quite the handsome fellow. Possibly a replacement for Pietro,"
Sersi said nudging Crystal in the shoulder.
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"Ha! I doubt that," Crystal said weakly. Maybe there was more to what Sersi had just said. The
world could throw some crazy twists at you.

Two Hours Later

Crystal stirred in her bed wildly as her mind was deep in sleep. After about a minute of stirring
she woke up from her dream screaming. Sersi came bursting into her room, since her room was
next to Crystal's, with a concerned look on her face.

"What's wrong Crystal? I heard a scream come from your room," Sersi said looking around for
something wrong in the room.

"I miss him so much and I don't know what to do."

"What are you talking about Crystal?" Sersi asked.

"I should be over him you know. I should know better, but with love that's not the case."

"Oh Crystal," Sersi said as she sat down next to Crystal in her bed and gave her friend a hug.
Despite her tough exterior Crystal was still reeling from what Pietro had done to her.

Just then Jarvis walked into the room and said in an excited tone, "Come quickly Crystal and
Sersi. Thor and Apollo have returned with Callisto!"

Crystal wiped away her tears and awoke from her bed with a green t-shirt and her black
underwear on. Sersi had a red nightgown on so she couldn't move as fast as Crystal. They
followed Jarvis down the hall to the main living room of the mansion. Standing there was Thor
and Apollo with Apollo holding Callisto in his arms.

"Looks like we stumbled in at a bad time," Apollo smiled.

"Of course not, Master…"

"You damn straight you did! I mean I'm in my underwear for crying out loud here," Crystal
exclaimed.
Space

"I never had any idea you were black Binary," Scarlet Witch said looking over at her teammate
whose energy form had faded away to reveal her human form.

"I didn't want to bring any bad publicity to the team. My face isn't exactly the one to be seen with
a team like the Avengers," Binary explained.

Gilgamesh chimed in, "Honestly I don't think it matters now. We've been sold to some alien
slavers as meat. So you might as well tell us."
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"No need to be pushy about it. I kinda killed someone a while ago."

"What?!" Gilgamesh said shocked.

Scarlet Witch gave him an intense stare and said, "Don't even go there Gilgamesh! It's no worse
than some of the rest of the Avengers past deeds. I use to be a terrorist along with my brother.
US Agent has killed more than one person and Black Widow use to work for communist Russia.
By comparison Binary is a lightweight."

"An insult or compliment? I'm still trying to figure that out," Binary said to everyone with the
intention of really speaking to herself as she tugged at the large metal shackles that were
wrapped around her hands.

"Don't hurt your brain trying to figure it out!" Gilgamesh exclaimed.

"Must you always be an ass? If you had ran a little faster perhaps we wouldn't be on a ship off to
some slave planet," Satana accused.

"Why don't you pull some hocus pocus demon queen? I'm sure these chains they have on us can't
be blocking your powers as well," Gilgamesh said.

"They're blocking your powers as well so why would you think my powers work? Last time I
checked your powers are just as mystically based as mine. Not too smart are you?" Satana
mocked.
Avengers Mansion (The Next Day)

"Tell me everything Apollo. Don't leave a single detail out," Callisto said.

"Of course, but first I want to say I'm sorry."

"Don't give me apologies. Just give me the truth," Callisto said sternly.

Chapter 7

The hall was covered with transparent glass so Thor and Ssi-Ra could see clear through into the
beauty of space. Thor knew that somewhere out there vie of his fellow Avengers were trapped
and as leader he was obligated to rescue them at any coast necessary and he did mean any cost.

"Are you sure that no one can offer you assistance?" Ssi-Ra asked the Thunder God as politely as
he possibly could.

"Nay. Ye Shi'ar tis thee only assistance I cost thinketh of," Thor replied. The Asgardian knew the
Shi'ar were in hard times, but he was desperate for help. He would ask his fellow Asgardians for
assistance, but they were deeply involved in their own affairs. Besides his pride prevented him
from asking them for help.
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"Thor I'm truly sorry, but the Shi'ar can't give the help you has asked for just yet. Our military
has been severely weakened from the rebellion caused by Riovanes. Chancellor Dooku is pretty
much keeping the military at a standstill. I suggest you be patient unless you think you can save
your teammates alone," Ssi-Ra said wanting to smack himself in his head for the last comment
he made. He could almost see the hammer flying at his head.

"Dost thou doubt thee power of Thor?" the Thunder God asked as he stared intensely at Ssi-Ra.
Feeling his blood beginning to boil Thor flung his cape and stomped off. He would save his
teammates no matter what it took for him to do it. Even if he had to do it alone.

Meanwhile in a far off part of the building Lilandra watched the display. She hung her head low
in shame. Her empire was beginning to fall apart at the seams and all on account of some upstart
Chancellor. Life was becoming harder and crazier for Lilandra to handle every day. The Empress
wondered if she really was cut to be Empress of this race that had prospered and flourished for so
long. Was she the weak link that would be the end of her race?
Avengers Mansion

"So how did you meet my grandmother?" Callisto anxiously asked. She was finally going to get
some answers to questions that she never knew existed until a few hours ago. She was the
descendent of someone from something she always believed to be a bunch of garbage.

"I met your mother in Chicago in the year 1939. I was growing bored with Olympus so I
ventured to Earth and there she was like a brilliant star. I stayed on Earth with her for 5 years in
which time your mother was born," Apollo explained.

Callisto jumped out of her seat as she exclaimed, "You left my grandmother and mother alone?
Could you really be that foul?"

"No child. I visited them for great periods of time until your mother turned 18. I then offered to
unlock her godly powers and bring her to Olympus. Your mother turned me down," Apollo
sighed as if he was reliving some painful moment over and over again.

"Okay. So then what?" Callisto inquired leaning back in her wooden brown chair.

"Your mother lived out life as a mortal. When she was 25 she met your father. I strongly
disapproved of him, but even gods can't stop love. So they were married and you were born my
dear. The rest I think you already know," Apollo said smiling as if a world of regret had lifted off
his shoulders.

Callisto shook her head, as she asked, "Then how come you never visited me as a child? I mean
Mom always told me you were a missionary in Africa."

Apollo's face sunk again as he responded, "Your mother demanded that I have nothing to do with
you. She was afraid I would unlock the power within your blood. Guess she was right."

"What do you mean?" Callisto said her heart beating a little faster.
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"When you were freed from the tower you were gravely injured. The only way to save you was
to unlock the godly powers within you. By tomorrow you should be fully transformed into your
'god form'. Though since you're a grandchild of Olympus you shouldn't be altered too much,"
Apollo informed to a shocked Callisto.
Another Planet

"Intruder alert!" one of the short purple aliens yelled out as he saw the man above him with the
enormous, but crude weapon.

"RELEASE THEM!" Thor bellowed as he made massive lighting bolts fall from the sky
knocking out about a dozen of the alien's defensive towers. Suddenly hundreds of aliens, all of
different varieties, came out of the Thunder God's hand ten tornadoes erupted from the sky
enveloping all his would be attackers.

"Release them foul ones!" Thor yelled again as he launched his enchanted hammer into the
ground. The impact made a large crater that took out four tiny communications buildings. The
Asgardian was about to commence to throw his hammer again when a 200-foot tall robot ripped
through the crater that Mjolnir had created. The robot was a reddish brown color and was
reminiscent of a fly.

"What do you want?" the robot asked in a monotone voice. If Thor didn't know better he could
have sworn that the robot sounded desperate. This made a smile come across his face.

"Thou hast six of my friends held in bondage. I wish them returned to me," Thor said floating
down from the green sky so he was face to face with the robotic creature.

"You mean the Earthlings? Take them and leave. They are in a tower a mile from this base," the
robot told Thor. The Asgardian nodded as he flew over the tower to where his kidnapped
teammates were. He would shot Ssi-Ra proof of the power of Thor. The Thunder God didn't
need the help of anyone to save those where important to him and never again would he be so
foolish to think that he needed help. Especially from a race as treacherous as the Shi'ar. After all
they had done for the Shi'ar for them to act the way they were acting was wrong, and also
disgusting to Thor's sense of honor and duty. Helping a friend in need was something that Thor
held to the utmost.

Space

"The drug is circulating across the planet Earth so we'll have our army within a matter of days.
Soon enough the Shi'ar will be ours as will the Avengers. Too bad Captain America isn't
amongst their ranks. I desire revenge from our last encounter," Nebulon said stepping into the
door and behind his master. The same master that Menace X and Chancellor Dooku had.

"In time Nebulon. First, we must overcome the big hurdles. Then the rest shall fall into place
easily. Now I go to get Sersi. She will be crucial in bringing the Avengers to me especially they
find out it's me."
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"Of course. I couldn't see why they wouldn't hunt you down to the ends of the Earth! After all
you were one of their greatest threats," Nebulon said as his master stopped looking out into the
blackness of space and stared directly at him.

"Obviously Nebulon. They will tremble once they realize they are facing the awesome power of
Proctor!"
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Issue #18
A Call to Arms

Chapter 8

"And so it begins today Nebulon," Proctor said as he looked out over a balcony into the hustle
and bustle of New York City. His excitement over the events about to take place burned like the
hot flowing lava and magma rising from a volcano. Whitman had been laying the layers of his
plan for some time and now all was about to fruition.

"So now you shall seek out Sersi I assume?" Nebulon asked curiously. He was enjoying the
lavish place that Proctor had them residing in and he wasn't exactly ready to leave.

"Of course Nebulon. I'll find her and bring the Avengers to me in doing so," Proctor replied.

"Then what?"

"You'll see Nebulon. I promise you quite the show," Proctor smiled.
Avengers Mansion

"Is this the new look Cal?" Scarlet Witch asked as the Morlock walked out of her room. She no
longer had her blue and white armor that she had been wearing for some time. Instead she was
wearing a dark green wifebeater, black pants, and army boots. Around her wrists were spiked
bracelets. She still had her eye patch, but other than that any other scars she might have were
gone entirely. Her skin also seemed to be a little more vibrant.

"It's the god form Apollo told me I would receive. I must admit I was expecting something a
little…different," Callisto said looking at her new self.

Apollo walked into the dining room surprising the two women. With a smile the Olympian said,
"I see you're now in your new god form. I know you must be surprised some by it, but you've
grown up in the mortal world your entire life so your god form responds to that. Nonetheless the
Olympian blood that runs through your veins has finally been unleashed. How wonderful is
that?"

"You could have at least asked me if I even wanted these powers first," Callisto said angered still
at Apollo's forcing of these powers on her.

Apollo sighed, "Perhaps I could have, but the situation was dire and I could nay afford to have
my granddaughter die before she even knew of her relation to me. That was not something I
could ever allow to happen. My heart would decay from shame."

"Besides no harm done. You look like you could go out and kick some serious butt Cal," Wanda
smiled trying to ease the tension between the Olympian and the Morlock. Though she could
definitely understand Callisto feeling violated. Wanda knew that feeling very well. Her most
recent run in with it was when someone she considered the love of her life turned on the
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Avengers. His name was Vision and in the end he died for his treachery. The death of this
formerly heroic Avenger struck everyone who knew and cared about him hard. Some suspected
Wanda would leave the team over his death, but Scarlet Witch handled her grief in a different
way. By continuing to work in the Avengers she can hold on to some small part of the old Vision
she knew and loved so deeply.

As the conversation between the three Avengers died down Sersi entered the room. She was
dressed in a long black dress that glittered all over. The Eternal was showing plenty of cleavage
and a whole mess of backside. Walking between Callisto and Apollo she pronounced with a very
joyful voice, "Suit up ladies! It's time we have a little fun."

"You really think we should be hitting the town after all the junk we've been through as of late.
We still got unsolved issues to handle," Scarlet Witch said with a weary look on her face. She
liked to have fun as much as the next person, but this was hardly the time for it.

"That's exactly why we need to go out Wanda! Too much drama has happened as of late and we
need to let off some steam before we pop. We should be fresh whenever we tackle these
unresolved issues we have to handle," Sersi explained hoping her words would sink into Wanda.
Besides it would be fun. Of course Satana would just have to mind her manners is all.

"Fine ladies night out then. I'll go wash up."

"You can count me out ladies," Crystal said as she walked down the stairway in a green shirt and
some regular old blue jeans. She was wearing a pair of classic Reeboks that Exodus had bought
for her.

"Must be Exodus again. Sheesh girl you're falling head over heels for him," Wanda smirked.

Crystal blushed a deep pink, "Nothing of the sort Wanda. He's just good company is all and lord
knows I could use a reliable male friend."

"Completely understandable. Well, have fun on your date Crystal. Oh and don't get too frisky,"
Sersi said playfully as Crystal shook her head weakly. The Inhuman walked out of the door and
closed it just enough so it barely made a sound.

"Well, I'll go tell Satana, Binary, and Jennifer while you go and wash up Wanda. This should be
quite the interesting night," Sersi winked as she went into the kitchen to grab her a Coke before
she went off to Binary's room.

"Did you hear about the U-Foes attacking the United Nations?" Hyperion asked as he walked
into the room where Jennifer Kale was eating some popcorn and watching Thirteen Ghosts. She
didn't particularly enjoy the movie, but it was the only one she could visibly see in her messy
room.
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Kale said almost indifferently, "Really. Who stopped them?" She really hated to sound as if she
didn't care, but her favorite part of the movie was about to come up. It was when that lawyer
punk got split in half by those two glass walls.

The former Squadron Supreme leader crossed his arms, "The New Warriors did. Though I see a
dead woman with cut up titties is more important to you."

Jennifer jumped up out of her chair and exploded, "Don't you ever get tired! I'm so tired of
hearing about which super hero beat who and what villain attacked the UN this week! Why can't
I just watch my damn movie in peace? I just got home from being kidnapped by some aliens!
Can't I just watch ONE movie in peace? Just one FREAKIN movie!"

"Sheesh no need to get bitchy about it," Hyperion said as he slammed the door to Kale's room.
She obviously was trying to retreat into her own little world or something. How the heck could
she be an Avenger if she broke under that little bit of stress they had just undergone?

Satana came around the corner and having heard the entire exchange said softly to Hyperion,
"Give her time. She's not use to the type of thing we've just undergone. Besides you should be
trying to get a girl and not glued to the T.V."

"That's just what I was trying to do," Hyperion whispered to himself after Satana had walked off.

Thor and Binary stood at the monitor where a representative of S.H.I.E.L.D. was filling them in
on some of the current activities of the organization. Binary honestly didn't know why she was
here. Thor maybe. He was one of the big dogs when it came to the Avengers, but she was still a
newbie. Maybe the guy with the big hammer wanted to give her some experience.

"We've just completed construction of a new Helicarrier. It will definitely increase the
effectiveness of our organization as a whole. Forge is quite pleased with the way S.H.I.E.L.D. is
moving along," the agent reported. He looked to be a middle-aged man though his hair was
already beginning to gray quite a bit. He had a strong jaw, high cheeks, and a bright tan colored
skin.

"Honestly why are you telling us this? I can't imagine the Avengers needing updates on what
S.H.I.E.L.D. is up to," Binary said quite frankly. She would have let Thor get the first words, but
something about this was just too weird for her not to speak up immediately.

Thor nodded, "Thee fair lady hath a good point. Why is thou informing us of S.H.I.E.L.D's
affairs?"

The man smiled a wicked smile, "You two have a little more sense than I thought. S.H.I.E.L.D.
could care less to tell you about their operations. I only needed to get your attention." With that
the features of the man began to change. The graying hair turned black and flowed long. His skin
paled some and his green eyes burst into a brilliant violet. Energy seemed to pour out the sides of
those eyes. Thor knew this face. It was the face of an old friend, but the Asgardian knew this was
indeed not the man known as Dane Whitman.
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"Proctor! It burns my heart that thou chest breathes air scoundrel!"

Binary was taken aback. She had read about Proctor in the files of the Avengers. He was an
alternate reality version of Black Knight who went around killing every Sersi he could find. His
ultimate goal was to rid the Multiverse of all versions of the Eternal, Sersi. He ultimately failed
in that goal, but it was obvious he was still kicking.

"Nice to see you too Thor. It's been far too long," Proctor smiled. "I just wanted to let everyone
know I was still around and kicking. It won't be long till I pay a visit. Family reunions are so
much fun. Make sure to tell Sersi too. I've got this special gift I've been saving just for her.

"Harm her foul demon and I shalt rain my greatest vengeance down upon thee!"

"Really Thor there's no need to get mad. The guy is just a pushover who can't handle a break up
anyway. That punk probably would get lost trying to find his way to the Mansion," Binary
mocked. Proctor was a like a leaf blowing in the wind. His direction could quickly be changed.
She would turn all his confidence into reckless anger.

Proctor's face twitched and he yelled, "You speak boldly now you tramp, but when an army
comes crashing down upon Earth you'll change your words quickly!" With that outburst the
image of Proctor faded off the screen leaving Binary and Thor to contemplate their situation.

"Our comrades must knowst about this foul ones return most urgently!" Thor exclaimed, but
before he could walk out of the door Binary grabbed his arm.

"Telling everybody will only make the situation worse Thor! That's exactly what Proctor expects
us to do. I say we bluff him a bit! The ladies are supposed to be going out tonight. Let him come
and try to take Sersi then," Binary suggested. She knew what she was suggesting wouldn't
exactly fly with Thor, but she had to try.

"Dost thou askst me to use fair Sersi as…bait?" the Thunder God asked. Perhaps he was wrong
in listening to Apollo and assembling this team.

"That's exactly what I'm asking you! Hear me out…"

"Let me see you get low! You scared! You scared! Drop that ass to the floor! Let me see you get
low!"

Sersi was at the door listening to Binary sing to the Lil Jon song. Nicole was in her underwear
jamming to the song with her headphones on. She was getting so much into the song she didn't
even notice that Sersi standing in her doorway.

"To the da window! To da the wall!" Binary singed, but she abruptly stopped when she turned
around and saw Sersi standing in the doorway. She was so embarrassed she would have blushed
except she was of a color that prevented her embarrassment from being noticed too much.
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"Go right ahead! I was enjoying your singing actually though I'm far too old to enjoy rap music!
So you ready to go?"

Binary giggled a little, "What's it look like? Just let me get some clothes and I'll be right out."

"Glad to see you guys came back from Hong Kong okay," Crystal said as she held Exodus's
hand. They were enjoying a little stroll through the park. Normally most people would be
heading home from the park at this time, but honestly what did they have to be scared of? Some
thugs? A pickpocket?

Exodus looked somber and he asked, "Can we please just leave the topic of Hong Kong alone? I
rather talk about something else."

"Okay that's fine with me," Crystal said full of understanding. "So how are the kids adapting to
life under du Paris?"

"Better than I thought. That's for sure. It's a joy seeing them start to come together. All of them
have so much potential. I bet you see a couple of them on the X-Men in years to come," Exodus
said full of pride.

Crystal hugged up close to Bennet just simply enjoying his company. She could never really do
anything like this with Pietro. He was always in a rush to do everything. Honestly, she couldn't
really blame him but she was still a great deal bitter. Exodus wiped a lot of that away though. He
was a great companion to have.

"You know you can see the stars so much better out in…AHH!" Exodus yelled as she suddenly
shot square in the chest by a large white beam of energy. Crystal looked back to see that he was
out cold.

"Should've worried about yourself Inhuman!" Nebulon yelled as he punched an unsuspecting
Crystal straight in the face. "Two out of the way. Now all Proctor has to do is find Sersi. How
bold of those foolish Avengers to leave the safety of their mansion."

Next Issue: Proctor goes after Sersi!

AVENGERS LETTERS

Brent,

Just read Avengers #17, and it's nice to see things coming together and beginning to move in one
direction again. Spreading the team out as
you have over the last couple issues gives you more room to utilize this enormous cast, but it's
also more difficult for the reader to keep track of everything that's going on.
Yeah I realize this so I'm going to be slimming down the cast soon. I'll come out and say it right
here in the Avengers letter. The roster I have so far is Thor, Crystal, Scarlet Witch, Sersi, Quoi,
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and Mantis with Gilgamesh and Callisto as reserves. Some might think I've spoiled some stuff
but you still gotta know how the team gets broken down so stay tuned.

I had two problems with this issue: one was the anti-climactic resolution to the Avengers-in-
Space plot. Thor shows up, tosses his
hammer around, and the aliens go "Oh alright, go ahead and take them back." It made sense, I
guess, but it wasn't much of a payoff after the last issue or two of space fights.

Yeah. That did not go off as well as I had hoped. I was hoping to show just how powerful of a
character Thor was, but as you said it came off as anti-climatic.

Second--and this is a problem I've had since your run began--is Crystal. I understand that you're
trying to deal definitively with her and Pietro's relationship, but more often than not--especially
when she's sticking it to Wanda--she just comes off as a whiny bitch, not somebody you feel any
sympathy for at all.

Actually lol that's how I was hoping she would come off as. If you remember right Apollo has
been manipulating some of the Avengers members among them Crystal and Scarlet Witch. So
the source of her whiny anger is actually from Apollo screwing around with her.

Otherwise, keep it up. One way or another, this is gonna be the year of the Heroes branch.

Russ

You know it man! The Heroes Branch is going to leave all the other branches behind this year.
Thanks for the letter Russ!

Our next letter is from the number one fanfic reader…Jason Trenner.

Interesting issue. Proctor..didn't he die fighting the Thunderbolts? Guess not. Wonder if he's also
after the Avengers(She-Hulk and Living Lightning) that were with the Thunderbolts when he
was defeated last time. On to the questions:

Well, Proctor was always mean t to be alive and kicking. At least that's what Exner told me and I
figured I'd honor Mike by using Proctor in Avengers and believe he's going to leave his mark
before "A Call to Arms" is over with.
1)Will Captain America have any interaction with the team? Feels slightly weird for the heart
and soul of the team not to be there.
Well, I kinda just want to leave Cap in the hands of Gregg and honestly I tried to write Cap once
and failed. I don't yet think I'm ready to try my hand at him again.
2) Will there be any friction between the East/ West coast teams?
I wouldn't say so much friction, but there will be differences. That's the best way I can put it.
3) Is there any chance of Hercules rejoining the team?
There's always a chance, but I don't know when it's going to happen. If you want to see Hercules
on the Avengers though everybody should check out Tom's Avengers stuff over at Marvel
Revolution.
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4) Does the west coast team have any role in Apollo's prophecy?
Nope. Not even in the slightest.
5) Is there going to an Avengers vs. X-Men battle?
That would be cool, but come on. We all know who would win. (Man I bet I catch heat for this
lol)
6) Will the Avengers fight the a new Squadron Sinister?
I have no plans for it.
7) Is anything the Hulk does matter to the Avengers( after all he is a founding member)?
I'm sure it matters, but other more pressing matters are always in the face of the Avengers.
8) Is there any chance of Quasar rejoining the team?
I would love to see him on the team, but I'd have to find some way to fit him into the scheme of
things.
9)What did the Adversary mean by Thor and Apollo not being Thor and Apollo?
Wait and see.
10)Is the Scarlet Witch tied to the 5th Dimension like Cable?
Nope. Wanda is powerful enough as is and she has only scratched the tip of the iceberg. Besides
the 5th Dimension is Brad's creation. I'll leave that up to him. Scarlet Witch doesn't need some
dimension to enhance her powers anyway. She's powerful enough.
11) Is there any chance of the Avengers fighting Godzilla?
It would be a fun fight to see happen. Who knows? I might try and get around to it.
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Issue #19
A Call to Arms

Chapter 9

"Come on now. You mean to tell you don't think Thor is fine! That's just crazy," Sersi laughed as
she took a bit of her steak into her mouth.

Satana sighed, "He's just too muscular for my tastes. I like a lean and mean man if you catch my
drift."

"So does that explain why you've been hounding Gilgamesh so persistently?" Binary asked
guzzling down some of her Coke. She was trying her best to stay natural, but she was looking for
Proctor to show up at any time.

"Exactly Nicole. Being immortal can make your love life so uninteresting. Going after an almost
unattainable prize is such a turn on for me," Satana explained. She got a strange stare from
Jennifer Kale was in middle of chewing her spaghetti.

"He's got a pretty nice package too," Callisto chimed in. Everybody at the table almost choked on
whatever they were eating or drinking. Not so much because of what Callisto had, but because of
the simple fact that Callisto said it. The Morlock had never talked about men around any of the
ladies at the table. Jennifer Kale was starting to think she was gay especially once she heard
about her relationship with Storm so the comment she had just made was totally unexpected.

"How the heck would you know?" Binary asked curiously. It wasn't like she exactly went around
trying to guess how big all the men were in Avengers Mansion, but she had always counted on
Gilgamesh as being on the bigger ones.

"It's kinda embarrassing, but I happened to walk by his room when I was trying to find
something to wear for this little get together. It turns out he likes to sleep naked, but let's just say
his covers weren't covering all the essentials," Callisto giggled. All the woman began to join in
until the giggle became a roaring laughter.

"Well, at least you know chasing him is worth it Satana. Kinda makes me wonder about Thor
though. You know how all the statues of those mythical figures weren't well endowed? I wonder
if the same applies to our good leader," Binary said taking a bite out of her garlic toast.

"Heck who knows? I say after this we go and ask Jane Foster," Sersi smirked.
Chandilar

"Empress I think it might be time to leave this world and go to a safer one. Forces of opposition
rise against you even as we speak!" Ssi-Ra urged to a depressed ruler.

"And all because of Chancellor Dooku," Lilandra sighed. She had no intention of leaving
Chandilar. She wasn't going to give in to that mongrel. He wanted her to run.
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"My Empress I believe Ssi-Ra may have a point," Gladiator said.

Just then the doors into her throne room were burst open and Chancellor Dooku entered with a
dozen Imperial Sentries at his back. "Empress Lilandra surrender to the forces of the Senate.
You're to be put on trial for your years of misconduct!"

"This is madness! I will not allow-"

"Silence Guardsmen! You do not wish to invoke the wrath of the Senate upon yourself as well,"
Chancellor Dooku exclaimed. Gladiator was about to pounce on the wicked politician until
Lilandra held up her hand.

"No violence today. I will submit to your tribunal Dooku," Lilandra said rising from her throne.
She walked down a few steps and allowed the Imperial Sentries to put her under arrest.

"I cannot allow this," Gladiator grunted more angry with himself than he had ever been before.
He knew he would get in touch with to help him. "Deathbird will resolve this issue quickly. I
know she'll help."
New York

"Talk about crazy! Sounds like you had quit e the time with Dane," Kale said to Sersi as all the
women walked out of the restaurant.

"Tell me about. He was fun though. I enjoyed his company a lot. But enough about him. Where
do you gals want to go next?" Sersi asked with a smile. Turning around she saw the horrified
looks on Kale and Satana's faces. Quickly looking ahead Sersi was hit with a green energy blast
right in the face. The Eternal flew into a nearby car.

Four more blasts came just as quickly and took out Kale, Scarlet Witch, Satana, and Callisto.
Binary knew exactly who their assailant was. He descended down from the skyline of New York
City with a devilish grin all over his face. It was the man she had only seen an hour and a half
ago.

"You must be incredibly bold child to go out and have yourself a good time when you knew I
was around. Either that or incredibly stupid. I prefer to think it's the former though. I can't fight
stupid opponents. It'd be no fun then."

"Hello Proctor. And trust me. I came prepared for you," Binary smiled as she changed into her
fiery form and flew up straight at the alternate reality Dane Whitman. Instead of hitting him
though she ran into a force field that knocked her clear out of the sky.

"Prepared indeed," Proctor snickered as he saw the body of Nicole Ridley falling out of the sky.
As he continued his descent down he suddenly felt a sharp pain in his back and seconds later he
realized he was flying through the air. He collided straight with a light post. After he hit the
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ground he looked back to see what had hit him and saw the Thunder God with his hammer in
tow. That's what the girl had meant by prepared. She had Thor waiting in wing the whole time.

"Surrender foul cretin! Unless thou wishes to test the mettle of Thor!" the leader of the Avengers
shouted as the sky grew a lot blacker and lightning strikes could be seen from afar.

"I have no need to test your mettle Thunder God. I already have what I've come for," Proctor
laughed as Thor turned around to see that Sersi was gone.

"Don't be surprised Thor. I'm just that good. If you want her back though come to Chandilar. I'm
sure you'll find a way for you and your fellow Avengers to get there," Proctor laughed as he
vanished in a flash of yellow light.
Avengers Mansion (One hour later)

"So you guys knew that Proctor was going to come after Sersi and you didn't tell us?!" Satana
asked extremely angered. She didn't so much care about Sersi as she did about the fact that she
was humiliated greatly at having been taken out with one shot.

"Look that doesn't matter. We've got to go back to Chandilar and rescue her," Binary said trying
to keep everyone focused and stop conflict from ensuing.

"Do we really all need to go? I mean a few of us with the help of the Imperial Guard should be
enough to handle Proctor. And if in case you guys didn't notice about 12 million people suddenly
disappeared off the planet a couple of days ago without a trace. And they were all taking that
new cancer-curing drug. Shouldn't that be something we look in to," Hyperion said. He had been
keeping with all the current news of the day and that was one of the bigger headlines.

At that moment Exodus walked into the room holding Crystal in his arms. Gilgamesh leaped up
from his seat and asked, "What the hell happened Exodus?"

"We were attacked. By who I don't know," Exodus said lying Crystal down on one of the
couches.

"Probably Proctor. You wouldn't mind sticking around to help us out on this would you
Exodus?" Binary asked.

"Not all Nicole. I'm sure Crystal will be fine, but I'd still like to find out who attacked us,"
Exodus said leaning down to hold Crystals' hand.

"We go to Chandilar. All of us! Proctor shalt be stopped and stopped now!" Thor yelled as he
began to swing his hammer in the living room enveloping everyone in it in a dimensional vortex.

Jarvis walked out of kitchen seeing the injured Crystal lying on the couch. "Oh dear. I'll go and
get some first aid kits."
Chandilar
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"Wake up my dear," Proctor said as he splashed a bucket of water in Sersi's face. The Eternal
woman stirred and came to.

"What? Where?" Sersi asked bewildered, but then she saw Proctor's face. "Oh no. Not you
again."

"I'm hurt! What a way to greet an old friend. And I have so much to show you," Proctor smiled.

Sersi returned the smile with a scowl full of hatred. Turning her ahead away from the sight of his
face she asked, "What do you want Proctor? Just kill me and get it over with."

"Come now Sersi. I've never been that simple. I want you to see something," Proctor said as he
grabbed Sersi by her hair and pulled her up to the window he was looking out of. The Eternal
was defenseless against him. The energy coils he had wrapped around her wrists and legs had
shut off her powers. Looking out of the window Sersi saw an alien world of twisted architecture
and strangely below was a multitude of ordinary looking people. Some could have been people
she had passed by on the street in New York.

"What is this? Don't play games with me," Sersi exclaimed in an almost pleading voice.

Proctor threw Sersi to the ground and got face to face with her, "This is my ultimate plan
woman. See right now we're on the Shi'ar homeworld of Chandilar. All those people you saw
people are my army. They were all taking the new miracle cancer-drug I helped the country of
Cuba to develop. See the drug cures cancer all right, but it also activates the x-factor gene and
makes these people my slaves. An army of 12 million, though what you below was only a couple
of thousand. The rest of my forces are placed all over the Shi'ar Empire. In a matter of days the
whole of the Shi'ar Empire will belong to me. And you shall be my queen."

Totally ignoring his last comment Sersi inquired, "Do you really think Lilandra will let you get
away with this?"

"It doesn't really matter what she thinks. Right now she's about to be placed on a tribunal all
because of my agent Chancellor Dooku. I've been engineering the breakdown of the Shi'ar
Empire and of Lilandra for months now. And of course add in other events I had nothing to do
with such as Onslaught returning, the M'Krann Crystal being stolen, and Count Abyss attacking.
Well, you have a pretty broken Empress," Proctor laughed.

"Now it's time for you to be broken!" Deathbird yelled as she stood in the doorway and shot
Proctor in the shoulder. He went out flying out of the window. Deathbird ran up to Sersi and
blasted off the coils restricting her powers.

"How did you know to find me?" Sersi asked as she rubbed her bruised wrists.

"The Avengers told me."

Sersi's face lit up, "They're here?"
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"Right outside actually. Now let's get out there and help them!" Deathbird exclaimed as she
grabbed Sersi by the arm and took off down the hall.

Proctor fell out of the window and was caught in mid-air by one of his mutant slaves. He was
taken to the ground gently. Proctor immediately sprung from the grasp of his slave and said,
"Damn that Deathbird! Where did she come from?"

"That would be us actually," Binary said from above Proctor. Looking up the Sersi obsessed
fiend saw that the Avengers had arrived. A smile crept across his face. With a simple point of his
finger Proctor's mutant slaves began to fight with the Avengers.

"Remember don't hurt them too badly! They're only civilians!" Kale said, as she was about to hit
a couple of them with a paralyzing spell.

"Let me handle this. You all focus on Proctor," Exodus smiled as he telekinetically lifted all the
mutants from the ground and took them into the air.

"Alright you heard the man! Let's take the fight to Proctor!" Hyperion yelled as he charged
towards his opponent.

"Not so fast!" a large blue fist came out of the sky striking Hyperion right in his face. The man
from another world fell out of the air and landed with a giant crash. He was facing Post now.

"I can't believe you just hit me with a cheap shot like that," Hyperion exclaimed rubbing his jaw
gently.

Post charged, "I got a couple of more cheap shots I'd like to pull on you!"

Meanwhile across the battlefield Shaitan was still stuck in the form of Storm was busying
fighting with the other two members of Menace X, Femme and Slash.

"You think he needs some help?" Scarlet Witch said to Jennifer Kale.

"Naw. I bet them guys some pushovers. Let's focus on the big dog!"

"Don't worry about Proctor. You should be worried about me!" Apollo yelled as he blasted the
two women knocking them both out cold.

Deathbird saw Apollo take out Scarlet Witch and Kale. She flew into and rammed into the
Olympians back. Clawing at his face she proclaimed loudly for everyone to hear, "TRAITOR!!"

Everyone on the battlefield turned to look at the exchange between Apollo and Deathbird.
Proctor who had been fighting against Thor, Gilgamesh, and Callisto laughed loudly at the shock
across all the Avengers faces.
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"Oops. I forgot to tell you all about Apollo being under my control. Shame on me," Proctor
laughed as he threw three gray discs at an unsuspecting Thor, Gilgamesh, and Callisto. He had
used their moment of disbelief to his advantage. All three Avengers fell to the ground curled up
from the pure pain they were experiencing. The gray discs were sending charges through their
nervous system that equated the most deadly types of pain.

In Proctor's moment of victory he didn't notice Sersi come up behind him. With her molecular
manipulation abilities she blasted Proctor in the back and he fell to the ground his body smoking.
Looking up at Apollo, who had knocked Deathbird off of him, she asked with an angered tone,
"Why did you betray us?"

Apollo teleported himself so he was face to face with Sersi, "Apollo never betrayed you. In fact
he hasn't been himself for quite some time." Apollo's body began to twitch and out of it rose a
being made of cobwebs and he had haunting red eyes.

Sersi was about to attack the fiend when she found herself floating in the air. All of her fellow
Avengers were floating in the air as well. Looking further down she could see Exodus in the air
moving towards them. All their bodies converged in one general area. The Eternal found she had
no control over her body. Looking out further she saw another congregation of bodies move
towards them. It was Lilandra and the entire Imperial Guard. The Avengers, Imperial Guard,
Exodus, Lilandra, and Deathbird were all stiff statues stuck floating in the air.

Proctor rose up from the ground and dusted the dirt off his shoulders. With a smile he said,
"About time you showed up Nebulon. I thought you had abandoned me."

"Of course not Proctor. We have history to make," Nebulon said as he walked up behind Proctor
with a device in his hand. It was what was keeping all those people suspended in the air in front
of him.

Proctor walked up so he could closer to the assemblage of heroes he had captured. Behind him
were Nebulon, Cobweb, Post, Femme, and Slash. They had been his entourage during all his
planning. The only one missing was Fat-ta-Maru, but Proctor was keeping him hidden for
different reasons. Reasons only he knew.

"This is what I've been waiting to do for a very long time. See in all truth I could care less about
having the Shi'ar Empire to rule. I just wanted to create illusion and misdirection. Truth is that I
only want to get my revenge and I'm using the Shi'ar to do it. Of course my revenge can't be
mediocre so I had to make it grand," Proctor explained.

"You're sick Proctor. Truly sick," Sersi said through gritted teeth.

"Please no comments from the peanut gallery till I'm finished. Now where was I? Oh yes I know
now. See my revenge has to be worthwhile. So let me get straight to the point. Every single
planet within the Shi'ar Empire has a bomb on it that will cause the planet to implode on itself.
Whenever I give the order all of the Shi'ar Empire will be broken and destroyed. And you of
course will go along with it. How's that for sweet revenge? Not only will you die knowing that
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I've ruined the Shi'ar Empire, but you will have the knowledge that I'm headed for Earth next.
But just to tide me over till I decided to make everything go boom I think I'll kill one of you,"
Proctor smiled as his eyes lit up with energy. Knowing exactly whom he was going for Proctor
fired off his blast and burned off the head of…

"Empress Lilandra!!" Gladiator exclaimed as he saw his ruler's head incinerated into a nothing.
A gasp of terror went out from everyone who was helpless only to watch.

"And in your final hour you've failed your Empress! How utterly sad Gladiator is that? I find it to
be quite tragic," Proctor grinned as he walked away from the horrified heroes. Turning to
Nebulon he ordered, "Turn on the bombs. Let's get out of here."

Nebulon pressed the button that would begin setting off the bombs that would spell the end of
the Shi'ar Empire.

"It's been fun ladies and gentlemen, but I've really got places to be going," Proctor said, but just
as he was about to teleport he was blasted in the back with what seemed like a solar flare.

"You forgot about me!" an angered Apollo yelled. Cobweb could have screamed. He was so
foolish for forgetting he had left Apollo on the ground. Nebulon's device wasn't set to suspend
Apollo because they didn't think he was going to be a threat, but Cobweb had left his body.

"We don't have time for this! Forget Proctor! Take us to the Mindscape! Do it quickly Cobweb!"
Nebulon ordered. The black creature nodded as it enveloped Post, Femme, Slash, and Nebulon in
darkness. They were gone before Apollo even had a chance to stop them.

All the heroes fell to the ground with a thud. Running to them quickly Apollo said, "We have to
get out of here and back to Earth! Now!"

"What about all these people?" Scarlet Witch said in near tears.

"No time! If we want to rebuild the Shi'ar at all we're going to have to get back to Earth! Thor
bring us back. Please!" Apollo pleaded.

"Verily!" Thor said as he lifted his hammer into the air and wrapped everyone in a dimensional
vortex that would take them back to Earth.

As they were departing they heard the demented laughter of Proctor. The alternate Dane
Whitman was laughing at the irony of the situation he was in. His plan was to blow up the
Avengers, but he was now stuck here. Apollo's blast had knocked out all of his powers. He was
going to die here. Peace was going to come to his tortured soul at last. A tear fell down Proctor's
cheek as he felt the rumbling that signified the destruction of the planet. Then it hit him! He had
forgot about his back-up plan with Fat-ta-Maru. A smile crept across Proctor's face. He would
have his revenge yet. Then all went black.
Avengers Mansion (A week later)
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Satana, Jennifer Kale, Shaitan, Hyperion, and Binary stood in front of Thor and Scarlet Witch all
of them having somber looks on their faces. They all were here for the same reason. They were
leaving the Avengers.

"Thor we just all need some time off to think ya know? 12 million humans and countless billions
are dead now because we failed to stop Proctor. All that's left of the Shi'ar is a couple million of
them that were out of galaxy at the time. And it's all because we failed to stop Proctor. We just
need a break," Binary said speaking for the whole group.

"I understand. Callisto and Gilgamesh have already left the Mansion for a break. They're still
staying on as reserves, but that's besides the point. I understand that you guys need a break and
you were great Avengers. Don't forget that," Scarlet Witch said as she shook hands with each
one of them before they departed.

Once they were all gone Wanda turned to Thor, "Well that makes you, Crystal, Sersi, and me as
main the roster at the moment. How do you suggest we go about getting some new people?"

"Apollo told me we had some new members heading our way soon. We just gotta wait for them,"
Sersi said as she came around the corner.

"Is Apollo well?" Thor asked distressed at all that had transpired in the past month or so.
Everything just seemed to be going downhill.

"He's fine Thor. His pride is bruised a bit at being controlled by Cobweb, but he's more sorry that
he supposedly caused us so many problems. I did my best to explain to him that mind-control
tends to happen more often than not we it comes to the Avengers," Sersi smiled.

"It usually doesn't entail galactic destruction along with it. Proctor got his revenge all right.
Maybe that's why he was laughing so hard as we left Chandilar," Scarlet Witch sighed. So many
lives had been lost and Cuba was taking a lot of heat for all the humans that died in the conflict.
The international community was in an uproar.
Kree Homeworld

Deathbird and the Imperial Guard approached the Supreme Intelligence cautiously. They were a
lot more vulnerable and the leader of the Kree might seek to eliminate the last heir to the Shi'ar
throne.

"Ahh Empress Deathbird. It pains my heart to hear of what has happened to the Shi'ar Empire.
How may I begin to help your noble people rebuild themselves."

Deathbird laughed, "Please no games. I've come to make you an offer. I know that your people
have been at a genetic dead end for years. Well, we have some genetic information we gleaned
from Storm during her last visit to the Shi'ar homeworld. We'll give you this information in
exchange for a few cruisers to help us ship out our refugees."
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"It is a sound offer, but I want to know something first. Where do you plan to go? You can't just
wander around in ships forever," Supreme Intelligence said.

"A being of great power called the Supreme Evolutionary has said he will create another galaxy
for us to inhabit at a small price. His power is great and we will be strong once more. Though I
won't be leading my people at that point. Gladiator will," Deathbird said touching her pupil's
shoulder. Everyone was taken aback at the sudden development.

"My Empress I don't understand," Gladiator said with a tremble in his voice.

"I shall no longer be Empress once Supreme Evolutionary gives us our new home. You will rule
as Emperor of the Shi'ar people. And I know you will rule them," Deathbird said.

"How wonderful. Well, now that my question has been answered I'll give you the cruisers you
need," Supreme Intelligence said having one of his guards take the disk out of Deathbird's hand.

"Glad to have done business," Deathbird bowed.
Elsewhere…

"They believe I'm dead. Excellent."

"But master you are without body. And you have only one ally in me."

"True, but unfortunately I may be running solo."

"What do you mean?"

Fat-ta-Maru's body began to shake and quiver violently as his soul was forced out and Proctor's
took its place. The alternate Dane look at his new body and smiled. He was alive again. Though
getting use to this young Asian body would take some time. Though Proctor did like the long
mustache he now possessed. Despite all that only one thing mattered above all else to Proctor.

"Getting revenge."
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Issue #20
A New Day

Quoi landed on the ground in front of Avengers Mansion lightly. The breeze blew by his nose
and filled him with the freshness of that day. Quoi loved the openness of Earth. It was such an
expansive planet. Why his Mom ever left he couldn't be sure. He needed to stop thinking about
her though. Today he was going to start fulfilling his destiny as the Celestial Messiah. He was
going to join the Avengers.

"I make it sound like it's easy," Quoi sighed as he walked up to the door and knocked.

He was greeted by friendly face of Edwin Jarvis, the keeper of Avengers Mansion. Though he
could be considered just as much an Avenger as any other. "Hello sir. May I help you?"

"I need to talk to Thor. I'm here on….some personal business," Quoi said sheepishly. He couldn't
really just come out and say that he wanted to join the Avengers.

"Well, certainly come in. You bear some resemblance to someone I met a while ago. I'm not sure
who though. Master Thor is in the living room straight ahead. I'll bring some refreshments
promptly," Jarvis said as he walked away from Quoi into the kitchen.

The Celestial Messiah hadn't been this nervous in almost a week. He was going to meet the Thor
that was so fabled and talked about throughout a great deal of the cosmos. This guy was one of
the biggest sluggers out there and he was about to be in the same room with him.

"Just be cool. Just be cool," Quoi said as he pushed back the door to the living room slowly.
Every creak of the door made the Celestial Messiah tremble in anticipation. Thor was in a couch
watching wrestling. The Celestial Messiah breathed a sigh of relief. Maybe he wasn't the big bad
god of thunder he had heard so much about. He had expected to come in and see Thor swinging
his hammer against some super powered demon or something.

"Ho Celestial Messiah! Long have you been expected friend Sequoia!" Thor exclaimed as he
rose up from his seat and gripped Quoi's hand in a tight shake.

"You were expecting me?" Quoi asked with a gulp.

"Let us just say we hath friends in very high places," Thor said with a big smile.

"I guess so," Quoi said returning the smile.

Thor patted the Celestial Messiah on the back and asked, "So you seek to join the hallowed
Avengers son of Mantis?"

Quoi was shocked and held his mouth open, "Well….yeah that's what I'm here for."

"Consider thou self amongst the ranks of the Avengers now," Thor grinned.
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The Celestial Messiah at that moment felt very blessed. He had never thought joining the
Avengers would be anywhere near this easy. All he could say in reply to Thor was, "Thank you!
Thanks a lot!"

"No thanks needed friend. You seek to help those who art in need. That shalt always be a noble
task. Now we wait until thou mother shows up," Thor said sitting down back to the television.

The sudden happiness of Quoi became sudden sadness. His mother was coming. Why oh why
could he never escape that woman? Would he ever be able to just strike it out on his own?

KNOCK! KNOCK!

"I guess that's her," Quoi said walking to the door and opening it. It was her alright. In all her
arrogant and uptight glory.

"Hello son."

"Hi Mom," Quoi said trying his best to sound excited.

Thor came up behind Mantis and with his heavy, but extremely jolly voice greeted Mantis,
"Long has been since my eyes have gazed upon you Mantis. Come in to the abode of the
Avengers and join my celebration Madonna. For today mother and son join the ranks of the
Avengers."

"Indeed Thor. It is a time for celebration. I'm sure it will be an interesting experience," Mantis
said as she winked at her son. Quoi felt any feelings of independence he once had evaporate into
nothing.
Mindscape

All around Nebulon and Menace X was black. Everything in this world was black. The ground
was black and the sky was black though it was a much darker shade than the ground. Even the
fog filling the air was black. The only things of color in this world were Nebulon, Menace X, and
the red of Cobweb's eyes.

"I surmise few travel to this place," Nebulon moaned as disappear began to overtake him.
Though it had only been a few hours since they arrived here almost two weeks had passed by on
Earth.

"Many travel to this place, but only in their times of unconsciousness. Though few come here in
physical form such as you," Cobweb said as he slithered and expanded in the air like he was fluid
as water. This was his natural environment and he was glad to be home.

Post's footsteps sunk into the soft black ground under him. He couldn't really call it soil. It felt
more like silly putty. That didn't matter to him though. He just wanted to know, "When the heck
are we going to get out of this place?"
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Cobweb's head turned viciously, "We'll leave when we know Proctor is no longer a threat. After
all we did betray him."

With a laugh Nebulon said, "Proctor is long gone. We have no need to fear him. I think it's the
Olympians and the surviving Shi'ar we should be worried about. Apollo will want some type of
revenge against us eventually and with the Shi'ar under Deathbird's command they will seek
vengeance as well."

"Thor was such the perfect puppet. I was slowly usurping his power in the Avengers and I made
sure conflict remained ever present with my mind powers. Especially between the women
Crystal and Scarlet Witch because it was so easy to escalate an already present conflict. We
almost had them. If only Proctor had been more patient…" Cobweb said somberly. Now he had
made a few more enemies. He already had Captain America and Count Abyss on his list. Now he
had the Olympians, Avengers, and the Shi'ar as well to worry about. Sooner or later his enemies
would catch up to him.
Edge of the Universe

Deathbird stared out in the loneliness of space. Before her was a brand new galaxy for her people
created by the being known as the Supreme Evolutionary. From what he told her only a week
ago he was at another edge of the universe working his magic. Even though she was grateful for
him giving her a new universe there was still a great deal of things sorrowing her.

A great deal of her people's culture was obliterated. Religious texts, monuments, museums,
books, memorabilia, journals, technology, and most of all her people's pride; that hurt her the
most. An Earther had humbled the Shi'ar. How ultimately tragic and ironic was that? The race
they turned to help for so often would be the end of them. Who would have guessed? And now
her sister was gone. Maybe she was at peace and with Xavier. Perhaps they had both found
happiness.

"Are you prepared?" Supreme Evolutionary said as he came up behind Deathbird. He looked like
a bald Kree, but he was really birthed from the ship of the cosmic entity known as Cosmicus.

"Of course I'm ready. Tell me again before we go what will this galaxy will provide for my
people," Deathbird demanded.

Supreme Evolutionary nodded and said, "Of course Deathbird. I will go over everything. This
galaxy has 300 million stars and 250 million of those stars have solar systems. In all those
systems there is a combined 22 billion planets and 17 billion satellites. A fourth of these planets
are gas planets and all the satellites are rock planets. Within all these satellites are sufficient
supplies of metallic alloys and raw materials. More than the entire Shi'ar Empire ever could have
had. I promise you this will be a grand new home for your people."

"I know. It's just that it pains me to live them," Deathbird sighed.
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"And it pains me to see you go," Emperor Gladiator said as he walked through a door with
Oracle and Hussar at his back.

"But she must. I promise what will come ahead for Deathbird will assure her place amongst the
champions of the universe. We will find the Celestial Ring and she will bring your people to
glory," Supreme Evolutionary said proudly as he enveloped Deathbird and himself in a dull blue
light. Before Gladiator could even say farewell to his teacher she was gone.

"Now it's time to begin the rebuilding of our new home," Emperor Gladiator said as he looked
out to see what was to be the new Shi'ar Empire.
Avengers Mansion

Wanda bent down and put a bouquet of roses on the grave of someone who she cared dearly for.
Before the destruction of the Shi'ar, and the devastation wrought by Apocalypse an Avenger
went mad. Not something uncommon amongst their ranks for Wanda had once turned to the dark
side herself. This time though it was different because they weren't able to save their fellow
Avenger and her lover from off the deep end. His name was Vision and he had died in the far
away land of Wakanda.

"Times have been hard since you died Vision. Real hard. I know you would think me silly for
demanding that you have a grave, but I needed somewhere that I could talk to you from. I miss
you Vision. I really do. I guess by staying on the Avengers I'm still holding on to a piece of you,
but times have been trying," Scarlet Witch said as a tear dropped from her eye and hit the grave
of Vision.

Sucking back her tears Wanda said, "Thor's learning the ropes of being leader, but he still has
some kinks to work out." Wanda let out a little giggle hearing Vision's reaction in her head.

Next Issue: The Exemplars attack!
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Issue #21
Exemplary Behavior

Part One

"You know it's hard to imagine he's gone. There's been too much death," Crystal said somberly
as she drank from her glass of tea. Across the little café table from her was Sersi.

"Though I didn't know all too personally I've heard of his outstanding service and bravery. For
him to have died the way he died just doesn't seem right," Sersi replied trying to sympathize with
Crystal as much as possible. Vision's death would leave a gaping hole in the Avengers for years
to come.

Crystal sighed deeply as she gripped her cup of tea with both hands. She stayed silent for quite a
bit before she spoke up again, "I always figured if Vision or any Avengers was going to go down
it was going to be in the blaze of glory. Not killed by an ally or person you considered friend.
Just like Storm. Murdered by her best friend's son. How tragic is that?"

The Eternal woman reached across the table and grabbed Crystal's wrist, "I know it's hard
Crystal, but those kinds of things are just part of the world we're a part of. When Proctor
massacred all those innocent Shi'ar I felt in a way partially responsible. But you can't keep
badgering yourself. You have to move on."

"I just don't want to move on. I know it sounds crazy, but after I found out Pietro was cheating
on me I tried my hardest to never let go of my anger and resentment towards him. I wanted to
stay mad at him forever. Now that angers gone. I can never forgive him, but I no longer hate
him. And I can only imagine that the Shi'ar must be feeling what I'm feeling a thousand fold at
the moment," Crystal sighed thinking of how shamefully that once grand race was bought so
low.

A short, pudgy waiter with short brown hair and a tiny moustache came to the table with a
receipt in his hand. He placed it on the table and asked, "Will that be cash, check, or credit
ladies?"

Sersi pulled out a Visa card and gave it to the waiter who looked to be in his mid-30s. "That'll be
credit my good sir."

The Eternal then turned her gaze to a shocked Crystal and with a wink she said, "Never leave
home without it."

"And to think immortals would have Visa? What is the world coming too?"

"Don't know Crystal. But I'll tell you this. Last time I was in Greece I think I maxed this thing
out. I was kinda scared the thing wouldn't go through. So where we're headed next?" Sersi asked
as she rose from her chair.
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Crystal pulled out some red lipstick from her tiny blue purse and re-did her lips. As she put the
lipstick back in her purse she smacked her lips together and replied, "I'd love to go somewhere
else with you Sersi, but I'm about to head back home to Attilan and visit Luna. I've barely been
around since the start of the whole Shi'ar/Proctor thing so I think a visit is long overdue."

With a assuring touch on the shoulder Sersi said, "I understand completely Crystal. Your child
has to come first. Besides what's the point of saving the planet if you can never spend time with
the one who you're fighting to save it for?"

Crystal let out a weak smile that quickly faded, "I guess you have a point there. Well, let me get
out of here. Once I start flapping my gums I'll never stop."

"Girl do I know it!" Sersi exclaimed as she gave Crystal a hug before she left the coffee shop.

Guam

"Would anyone care to explain to me how attacking Guam is going to get the Avengers to come
to us?" Carnivore complained as his fellow Exemplars and himself approached the small town of
people below.

Carnivore was one of the eight Exemplars that had been granted special powers. The first
Exemplar to receive their power was the man known to many as Juggernaut. He gained his
powers from a mystical ruby. Count Andreas Zorba was granted his powers by his possession of
Farallah's Fearsome Fist. He now has powers that make his name very suited for him.

On the right of Carnivore was the man known as Decay. Anything that Yoshiro touches
decomposes instantly. His touch is quite the deadly weapon. It was Spider-Man who had used
that power against him though to destroy their god machine. Looking at Yoshiro disgusted
Zorba. He looked like a dried up mummy. Hachiman was quite the disgusting sight to behold.
Decay had gained his powers from the artifact known as the vial of Valtorr.

To the left of Carnivore an adult woman was levitating off the ground with her feet crossed in the
fashion of many an Asian monk. She was known as Bedlam, but before she gained her powers
she was an 8-year old ward of the state. Olisa seemed to have prematurely aged once she
acquired the Ringed Ruby of Raggadorr. That item gave her the powers of levitation, telekinesis,
telepathy, and the ability to direct powerful psychic bolts into the minds of others. She had
managed to pull off the tremendous feat of ripping Xavier's physical form through his astral
form. No one had ever managed to do something like that to him before. That's why Carnivore
was cautious of the girl and Decay gave her a great deal of respect.

Samantha McGee discovered a door that allowed her to enter the temple of Balthaak. Touching
the blazing brazier of Balthaak, McGee was transformed into the powerful being Inferno and
became the first of the Exemplars. Though in this bunch being the first didn't entail respect along
with it. She was making up the back of the bunch just in case any thing unexpected happens. Her
heat energy plasma blasts could pack quite the punch and give a good deal of protection if
necessary.
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Behind Bedlam was Utama Somchart. He had been a 17 yr. Old worker in the country of
Thailand till he came across the powerful object known as Ivory Idol of Ikonn. It was then that
he became the being known as Stonecutter. He had been the engineer of the Exemplar's god
machine and he is quite adept at shaping stone into fantastic machines capable of doing great
things. He could potentially be one of the most powerful Exemplars. His stony face showed
enough drive behind it to make him just that.

In front of all the Exemplars was their unofficial leader. Though Zorba doubted just how good
she could lead since she was French. While his people, the Greeks, had been great warriors the
French could just as easily consider a white flag their national one. Nicolette probably wouldn't
take kindly to that at all and in a fit throw Zorba out into the Pacific with some massive tornado.
When Giroux found the wondrous waterfall of Watoomb she was transformed into the crazy
powerful elemental Tempest. Her elemental powers were more than enough to give Thor a run
for his money. She was definitely not one to be underestimated.

"It's simple really Zorba. There are too many superheroes team in America so attacking
somewhere there and expecting the Avengers to show up out of all the heroes there would be
foolish. But everyone knows the Avengers are global and Guam is a possession of the U.S. so
I'm positive once it's attacked the government will call in the Avengers. Then we'll have what we
want," Bedlam explained.

"To become gods of all this wrecked planet," Tempest smiled as she made hundreds of lightning
bolts fall from the sky and striking a bunch of homes.

Zorba growled, "What if we get Excalibur instead?"

"If they do show up you act as if they'll be a challenge," Decay said with a laugh.

"And let's just say Excalibur was to show up. Once we whup up on them the Avengers would
have to come and face us," Inferno said as she finished walking and finally caught up with her
fellow Exemplars.

"Then it's settled. Let the games begin," Stonecutter said in his deep voice as he picked up a tiny
pebble and with his powers molded it into a fantastically complex gun composed of stone.

Avengers Mansion

Mantis walked into the room of her sleeping son and kneels down silently by his bedside. He
looked so innocent and tender yet he was meant to be the savior of the entire universe. His amber
colored skin and the large patches of brown grass that surrounded his forearms and calves still
amazed Mantis. Her son, Sequoia, was the perfect blend of plant and human life. He could
absorb any and all types of energy and then convert that energy into any type of energy he
desired. His power was potentially one of the greatest the universe had. That's why he was the
Celestial Messiah. That's why he was meant to save everything.
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Was she wrong for having joined the Avengers along with him? Should she have just let him
strike it out on his own and become his own man? After all she wasn't going to be able to be
around for him forever. He had a destiny and it was one he was going to have to fulfill without
her. She did have a tendency to prod into business where she didn't belong, but this was her son
here. Shouldn't he be different?

Suddenly a black shadow surrounded the entire room taking over everything in Mantis's sight
even her son was enveloped in the blackness. The woman knew exactly where she was. Why she
had been taken here though she couldn't be sure.

"Your only doing what any mother would do," Supreme Evolutionary said stepping out of the
blackness. He looked like a bald Kree, but in truth he was a creation of the child Franklin
Richards much like the cosmic being Cosmicus.

Mantis laughed at Supreme Evolutionary's attempt at trying to connect with her, "Perhaps that is
what any mother would do, but you really wouldn't know would you? I don't even know why the
Priests of Pama would even make the deal they did with you anyway. You're a disgusting
creature."

The Supreme Evolutionary didn't even seem in the least fazed by what Mantis had said to him.
He continued on as if he never even heard her, "But Quoi maybe resent your overprotective
nature. Though you're only acting as his guardian until the Celestial Sentries can be assembled.
I'm already on my way to bringing the Celestial Queen into being. Deathbird and I edge ever
nearer to the Celestial Ring."

Mantis stood up and said, "That's all good and well Supreme Evolutionary, but I hope that's not
the reason you bought me to one of your little pocket dimensions."

Supreme Evolutionary smiled, "No I have an order from the Priests of Pama. They say your time
on the Avengers will be very temporary. Sequoia must be allowed to grow on his own.
Understood?"

"Perfectly," Mantis murmured as all the black disappeared and she was in her son's room again.

Scarlet Witch burst into the room of Thor where he was once again watching wrestling. With
urgency in her voice she said, "The Exemplars are attacking Guam and they say they won't stop
until we come to fight them!"

"Thee foul Exemplars shalt have their fight the milady! Let the cry ring out to Callisto and
Gilgamesh. Battle is to be joined!"
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Issue #22
Exemplary Behavior

Part Two

The Quinijet speeded over the Pacific Ocean headed towards the island of Guam. In the pilot's
seat of the fast moving aircraft was the second in command of the Avengers, Scarlet Witch. Next
to her was Thor, the leader of the Avengers. Behind him was the Celestial Messiah, Quoi, and
beside him was his mother, Mantis. Seated all the way in the back of the Quinijet was the
Eternal, Sersi.

These five Avengers were on their way to Guam because they were responding to a challenge
that had come from a group calling themselves the Exemplars. They promised to keep destroying
Guam until the Avengers showed up to fight them. Thor of course was taking the challenge. The
Thunder God was not one to turn down a fight.

"Hath you contacted Callisto, Gilgamesh, and Crystal fair Wanda?" Thor asked staring out of the
window. He didn't want to go into this fight low in number. He remembered his last encounter
with these Exemplars. They were far from a threat to be taken lightly. They nearly carved the
world into eighths for themselves to rule over.

"Crystal is in Attilan and said she will meet us in Guam. Callisto and Gilgamesh are in Japan and
are probably already in Guam," Scarlet Witch responded. She began to prep the landing gear.
They would reach Guam in a minute.

"I know this may sound dumb, but should we be worried about these Exemplars?" Quoi asked.

Mantis shot her son a piercing stare and Sersi chuckled a little at the sight. Wanda peered back
behind her to see the anger Mantis obviously had for her son at the moment. Mantis was always
a prideful woman…luckily none of those traits rubbed off on her son.

"I pray tell you listen Celestial Messiah. Thee Exemplars hath in thee past nearly torn the world
asunder into eight pieces for them to govern over. They are indeed dangerous my friend," Thor
said as the plane began to make it's descent towards the ground.

Scarlet Witch unbuckled her safety belt and instructed everyone to do the same. The plane
landed gently on the ground. Scarlet Witch said, "Brace yourselves everyone. I got six high-
energy signals moving this way and fast. We're bout to get into it!"

Wanda threw up her hands and everyone disappeared leaving behind a tiny glimmer of red light.
The five Avengers reappeared out in the middle of an open plain with the Exemplars charging at
them head on. Thor threw his hammer into the face of Inferno sending her flying into a large
boulder. The attack wasn't enough to take her out of the battle though. Carnivore leaped on
Mantis tearing at her uniform and flesh. Stonecutter and Tempest fired off their own respective
energy blasts at Scarlet Witch. A black portal opened up in front of Wanda redirecting the energy
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blasts so they came up right behind their original sources. Except this time the blasts were ten
times stronger. It was enough to knock out Tempest and Stonecutter…for now.

"Seems like you've got everything under control here!" Crystal exclaimed as she slid down from
a plane piloted by Karnak on an inclined plane made of dirt.

Wanda smiled, "Bought time you showed up Crystal. I was starting to think you might miss out
on the action."

"Not a chance!" Crystal exclaimed. Then the happy expression on Wanda's face turned into one
of dread. Quickly Crystal turned around to find Decay reaching out with his hand to touch her.
She instinctively turned her body into diamond. Decay's hand managed to grab her wrist and
everything below it turned to dust.

"Nothing is beyond the reach of me," Decay said in his forever-gloomy voice. Crystal looked at
him in an expression of pure annoyance. Just as she was about to surround him in a diamond
barricade so she could rebuild her wrist and hand the Exemplar was struck by a dozen glowing
pink knives.

"Magic is not something you can decay fiend!" Gilgamesh cried as he threw three more of his
burning magic knives into the chest of the Exemplar.

Across the battlefield Quoi was flying higher and higher into the air in pursuit of the Exemplar,
Bedlam. He enjoyed the chase and the fact that he was the hunter. Calling out to her he said,
"Why attempt to run? I'll catch you eventually."

Bedlam suddenly stopped flying and turned around to stare at Quoi, "You fool! Prepare to
pummel to the ground."

The Exemplar reached out with her telepathy to freeze all of Quoi's body and found it had no
effect. She then reached out with her telekinesis to try and fling the Celestial Messiah into the
ground. None of it was working. With a smile he waved his finger like a parent would to a
misbehaving child. He then grabbed Bedlam by her leg and flung her downwards.

As she pummeled towards the ground Quoi flew right behind her. As they both fell towards the
ground, one in control of themselves and the other still in shock, Quoi said, "Energy doesn't hurt
me. It only feeds me. No matter whether that energy be solar, nuclear, psionic, or telekinetic! So
telepathy and telekinesis are pretty much ineffective against me."

"How did you know that was what I was using against you?" Bedlam asked beginning to regain
her composure. She just needed to distract the Avenger some.

"Simple miss. I can also convert that energy that feeds me into any power I desire. So I simply
converted some of the energy you gave me into telepathy," Quoi explained.
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Bedlam smiled and just as Quoi finished explaining his powers she stopped in mid-air and kneed
him in the face while upside down. Quoi went tumbling downward. He had to catch his bearings,
but he couldn't with Bedlam right on top of him. She was barreling both of them towards the
Earth with taking most of the impact. Just perfect. Maybe the woman wasn't as smart as he
thought.

Mantis meanwhile was doing her best to avoid the claws of the Greek Exemplar, Carnivore. He
had got the drop on her early so she had to compensate. She dodged one of his punches that were
meant for her neck and as she dodged she flung out one of her legs side wards connecting with
Carnivore's knees. Andreas Zorba hit the ground hard. His jaw fell right on the edge of a sharp
rock.

"Looks like you're going to have to pick up your face," Mantis laughed. Unbeknownst to her
Stonecutter had recovered from Wanda's attack and was right behind the Celestial Madonna. He
struck her hard over the base of her head with a rock he had shaped in a large brick shape.

"Get up Carnivore! We have to help the others!" Stonecutter said angered at his own and Zorba's
sloppiness.

Carnivore shook off his wound and rose from the ground. He suddenly heard a large booming
sound and looked behind him. Dust was all in the air. Out of the crater came Bedlam with a
telekinetic shield around her and Quoi was surrounded with green energy.

"Don't worry about Bedlam! She can handle herself. We have to help Tempest. She's holding off
Crystal, Scarlet Witch, and Gilgamesh!" Stonecutter said pointing towards where Nicolette had
lightning pouring down all around Crystal, Sersi and Scarlet Witch. The Exemplar had
Gilgamesh suspended in the air with her powerful winds. Sersi was quickly shattering her
defensive winds by changing the wind into sand. Her fellow Exemplar had to work rapidly to
save her.

Stonecutter turned the large brick stone in his hand into a large cannon. He aimed it directly at
Crystal and it hit her dead on. The energy blast was enough to knock out Scarlet Witch and
Gilgamesh. Nicolette was out cold as well. If Crystal had been in her human form that blast
would have killed her, but her body was still composed of dense diamond.

"Good job Cutter! You took out Tempest too!" Carnivore said with a hint of both annoyance and
amusement.

Stonecutter didn't seem in the least bit phased by Zorba's taunting. He turned to Carnivore and
said without a hint of emotion in his tone, "I suggest you handle Callisto. She's headed right this
way. I'll bring Tempest back into this fight."

Zorba turned his head quickly to see Callisto in mid-air with her metal fighting stick pointed
right at the Exemplar. Carnivore leaped to the side and the former Morlock's stick struck dirt.
She didn't let that halt her attack though. She used the stick as leverage and spun around on it
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with her feet landing right in the face of Andreas. The Greek man went flying back into the dirt.
Before Carnivore even had time to take a breath Callisto had her stick at his throat.

"Don't move Zorba. Now why did you challenge the Avengers?"

With a smile Andreas replied, "We want one of you to make us the true gods we were meant to
be."

Confused Callisto said, "Who are you talking…oh no" The realization of who the Exemplars
were after just hit her. They were here for Wanda!

Meanwhile Stonecutter was over the body of Tempest. He picked up a tiny rock and with his
power he shaped the stone into a tiny disk. He placed it on Tempest's forehead and it glowed a
bright yellow. Nicolette arose from the ground and said, "Ouch! That felt like I just got hit in the
head with a sledgehammer."

"My apologies for harming you Nicolette, but now that you are revived you must help Inferno
fight off Thor! She's holding her own so far, but he's getting in some crucial hits! The device I
put on your head not only revived you, but it made your powers stronger," Stonecutter explained.

"Good job Stonecutter! See if you can help Bedlam. She's pretty much on the defensive against
the plant looking guy at the moment. I'll help Inferno take down Thor," Nicolette said as she flew
off into the air towards where the battle was taking place between Thor and Inferno.

Stonecutter picked up another stone and with his powers turned it into a hover device. He
stepped on the flat square object and floated quickly into the air. Before he even had a chance to
move two black boots hit him in his shoulder. The blow was enough to nearly knock Stonecutter
off his hovering device, but he merely expanded the size of the floating machine so that he fell
down on it instead of the ground. Looking up he found that his attacker had been Callisto.

"So I see you've beaten Carnivore! Too bad you won't survive the battle with me," Stonecutter
said as he rose up from the ground slowly dusting himself off. Callisto watched this occur from
her battle stance.

"Looks like you…AKK!!" Stonecutter was about to try and intimidate Callisto with another
threat, but he soon found her staff in his mouth.

"I figured you'd try and scare me again!" Callisto laughed as she threw a kick into the side of
Stonecutter's head knocking him off his hovering device. She flipped off the machine made of
stone as well and as she fell towards the ground she continued to batter Stonecutter with her
staff. She could feel the vibrations travel through her hands as she attacked Stonecutter. The guy
was definitely a hard head.

Quoi looked up from where he was at to see Callisto and Stonecutter falling through the air. He
just hoped the woman knew what she was doing. Before he knew it he had received a punch in
the face that knocked him all the way through a large boulder. Debris flew everywhere. The
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Celestial Messiah couldn't help, but laugh to himself. Every blow Bedlam gave him only made
him stronger. Then a thought crossed Quoi's mind. Could he ever be defeated?

"Think too much and you get surprised boy," Bedlam said as she did something Quoi hadn't
expected. With her telekinesis she kept all oxygen from reaching the Celestial Messiah's body.
Quoi fell to the ground gasping for air. He was managing to hold on by using the energy Bedlam
gave him to keep his body vital, but he was part plant. So oxygen was more vital to him than
most other beings. The Celestial Messiah fell to the ground unconscious. He could be defeated
after all.

Bedlam dusted her hands off, "I figured directs attacks against you were no good so I'd go for an
indirect attack. Everyone needs oxygen and I just had to hope a freak like you did too."

"Excellent. All the Avengers are now defeated," Stonecutter said as he carried Thor over his
shoulder and Callisto in one of his hands.

"Not without some bumps and bruises," Inferno said as she carried an unconscious Tempest in
her hands. Even with their combined might Thor have still managed to get the best of them?
Inferno almost felt that her and Tempest won with luck. The Thunder God was worried about his
other teammates so it made him vulnerable. If he was on his own he probably would have
prevailed in the fight. Thor was truly an awesome power to behold. Samantha knew she wasn't
going to be able to sit down straight for a couple of weeks anyhow. Thor had really laid it to her.

"Let's get Scarlet Witch then and be out of here!" Bedlam said relieved that the fight was over
with.

"You'll do nothing of the sort!"

The remaining Exemplars (Bedlam, Stonecutter, and Inferno) looked back to see that Scarlet
Witch was arisen except her appearance was quite different. Her hair was outfit was completely
black along with her eyes which no lacked pupils. The woman's body looked skinnier and her
face was thinner. Her hair also wasn't curly, but so long that it reached to her ankles. Tiny gray
metal spikes protruded out of her shoulders, knees, and gloves.

"Ahh crap don't tell me she's going Willow on us!" Inferno exclaimed.

"You watch that show?" Bedlam asked looking at Inferno with a demeaning stare. Inferno
shrugged her shoulders. Bedlam only shook her head in reply.

"Such weak little mortals. To think you could all use me? How foolish of you children."

The sky quickly turned black and thunder rumbled in the distance. The ground began to rumble
and became muddy. A white light illuminated off of Wanda's body erratically. Pink energy arced
from her fingertips in dozens of directions. Seeing all this take place Stonecutter said in his
toneless voice, "I believe she is angry."
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"Master of the obvious," Inferno muttered. She was ready and waiting for an attack from Wanda.
Whatever the witch decided to dish out she knew she could handle it.

"You actually thought you could use me to make you all gods? HAHAHAHAHA!!! So dumb."

With that the black sky swiftly converged into one area and barreled down on Bedlam, Inferno,
and Stonecutter. As the sky made it's descent downward it turned into dark energy and that black
force filled the bodies of the three Exemplars leaving their bodies twitching masses of flesh.
Wanda walked over to the three devastated Exemplars and smiled. Just as soon as she smiled she
herself fell unconscious on top of the body of Stonecutter her body having returned to it's normal
state.

Avengers Mansion (Two Days Later)

"What the hell was that you pulled off in the battlefield Wanda? Everybody has been watching
on the news. Including all of us since we were unconscious when it happened. It's like you
become this entirely different person," Crystal asked worriedly. She was hoping with all her
might that her friend wasn't slipping over the edge again and becoming something dark.

Wanda grasped her coffee, took it to her lips and sipped before she replied. As she set down the
cup she gave an answer to Crystal's concerns, "I'm not going to turn evil if that's what you think.
I was in control of myself somewhat when I underwent that alarming transformation." The whole
thing still shook Wanda some. She hadn't expected something like that to happen, but she
continued onward after her brief pause, "See it's not another persona or anything. Think of it as
my equivalent to one of Wolverine's berserker rages except since I've become so powerful so
quick these rages are much stronger."

"Obviously. You wiped three Exemplars like it was nothing," Crystal laughed as she popped
open her Coke and let the carbon fizzle at her nose. That feeling was always good to her.

Scarlet Witch took a bite of her glazed chocolate donut and laughed along with Crystal. After
swallowing her bite Wanda's grin turned into a serious expression, "I don't know when I'll get
that angry again, but all I can say is when I do it's best just to let me do whatever I'm about to do.
I become too powerful and too unstable to interfere with me. Though with luck this won't happen
often. I'm still tired from doing the queen bitch bit the first time."

"Just can't believe we came so close to losing," Crystal sighed as she took another deep gulp of
her Coca-Cola. Her bottle was half-empty and Crystal still had a sugar tooth out this world.

Sersi walked into the room with a Double Whopper in hand, "We tripped up bad is all. We
underestimated the enemy and we paid for it. At least we still came out on top with a last minute
save from hocus pocus here."

"Well, if my vision was any indication we're bout to head into some crazy stuff," Wanda said in
that thick Eastern European accent.
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The second in command of the Avengers caught Crystal's and Sersi's eye with that statement,
"What do you mean?"

Wanda rose out of her chair to answer Crystal's question, "I saw a vision about a group of
warriors who are going to kick our proverbial butts sooner rather than later. While I was super
Wanda my powers were spiraling everywhere even into the future. I saw a glimpse of the future
and I saw these warriors. All I know is one called himself Death Knight."

"Looks like I might have to postpone that trip to Thailand," Crystal sighed. She was really
looking forward to doing some real charity work.

Sersi walked up to the Inhuman woman and shook her head fiercely, "No way am I letting you
miss that Thailand trip. You have wanted to do it for months. I'll come with you and if anything
happens two is better than one."

Crystal couldn't argue with Sersi. The Eternal was just too persuasive, "Fine Sersi. Let's go. We'll
be back in a couple of days Wanda."

"Of course. Take your time. I'll inform Thor of the trip…as soon as you're gone," Scarlet Witch
said with a devilish smile.
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Giant-Size #1

A serious man about 6'0 stepped out of the extremely dark shadows of the Brazilian night. His
skin was a light caramel color and he was of slender build. Probably about 135 lbs. You might
almost mistake him for a teenager except when you saw his eyes. They didn't have the wonder
about the world in them most teenagers' eyes seemed to have. Though his entirely black eyes
spoke of great power. A power this man wielded with deadly force and great willpower. He wore
a suit of armor to fit his frame and black skulls adorned the shining armor. The armor was just as
much a part of him as his eyes or his skin. It seemed to blend with his flesh almost as if the
armor was eternally glued to his tiny body. In his right hand he held a large gray sword that
emitted an eerily silver glow. That glow had been the last sight for many a people across many a
world. His sword was symbol of all his conquest and all the majesty of his evil. On the hilt of the
sword were tiny pieces of flesh from all his enemies that were disgustingly patched together. A
sick sight for most, but for this man it was a glory to behold. Reminiscing on triumphs past was a
great deal easier with his sword. The sword's name was Deathscourne and he was the Death
Knight.

"Come to me my fellow Children of the Dark," Death Knight commanded with a tone that could
shake many men to their cores, but not for his fellow warriors. Though none of them were even
half as ferocious as him they were nonetheless vessels of great and incredible power. Seven
figures stepped out coolly and were behind him. They were a threat that wasn't suppose to be
released, but now they were on Earth and in search of the keys that would free their master from
his imprisonment. And just how terrible could the master of these dark beings be? None should
have to find out, but if the Children of the Dark are not stopped witnessing their master will
unfortunately be a fate to befall many. There had to be someone out there capable of halting the
march of the Children of the Dark. Who could it be though? These warriors had crushed entire
armies single-handedly.

"So who is our target?" Demon Hunter asked. He was 5'8, had deep blue skin, prickly black hair,
a muscular frame, and a wide orange blindfold wrapped around where his eyes use to be. Black
bandages were wrapped around his hands and on his back was a massive bow. The bow had been
carved from the bones of ancient animals and was believed to be blessed with the ability to
magnify its user skill tenfold. Probably why out of his career the Demon Hunter has only missed
two shots and both times was because the Death Knight had deflected his arrows. Obviously the
Demon Hunter held no grudge with Death Knight over it. To anger the Death Knight was incur a
wrath greater than that of a hundred armies. Demon Hunter remembered when a king once
stabbed Death Knight in the leg with a poisoned blade. Demon Hunter still remembered the
screams of that king as Death Knight stripped his flesh off…slowly.

"The Inhuman, Crystal. You should remember these things," Far Seer replied snappily. The Far
Seer was quick to become agitated and he was the only member of the Children of the Dark that
could catch an attitude with Death Knight. Probably because he was Death Knight's best friend
and counsel since the two had been little children. Far Seer still had to put Death Knight in place
at times though the last time he did it was about 10,000 years ago. The Children of the Dark had
been locked away and only were recently released due to the destruction of their galaxy by the
Destroyer.
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The Far Seer was about 5'7, had an oval shaped head, black hair that barely protruded off his
head, blood red eyes, and dark green skin. A brown cloak covered his body and he had a long,
twisted wooden staff as his weapon of choice. Many underestimated that weapon before and they
all ended up dead or in large amounts of pain. The weapon had been passed down in his family
for generations and many had died by its hands. Far Seer took great pride in his weapon and
treated it almost as if it were a child. Death Knight scolded him many a time for his affection for
the wooden staff.

"I see that thousands of years of imprisonment haven't changed your attitude," Dreadlord mused
in his demonic voice. Dreadlord had always been critical of Far Seer. He always felt that he was
far too arrogant and irritable for his own good. Of course he only let it be known through
sarcastic comments. To let it be known out in the open would result in a beating from Death
Knight. Something that wouldn't be at all pretty. Dreadlord preferred to see others be on the
receiving end of Deathscroune.

Dreadlord had a strange look about him. He had the head of a very large black ram with golden
horns. His body was that of a very large man and his legs were that of a lion's. His wings
spanned over a great distance and were covered with razor sharp spikes.

"You honestly thought Far Seer would ever change?" Mountain King laughed. The old, robust
man with his white beard was a lot stranger than he looked. One time on a faraway world he had
held at bay ten warriors eight times his size. All of the Children of the Dark marveled at the feat.
Death Knight even told Mountain King that he was impressed and to impress Death Knight was
an extremely hard thing to do. His blue eyes gave off a strength his diminutive size couldn't.
That's one of the main reasons the master of the Children of the Dark chose Mountain King to be
one of his soldiers in the first place. He wore armor very similar to Death Knight's except his was
laced in gold and his weapon was an ax.

"The day Far Seer changes is the day I lay down my blades," Blademaster laughed. Two swords
about ten feet in length were crisscrossed across his back. On his baggy baby blue pants were
dozens of knives attached. The rest of Blademaster was exposed except for the two leather straps
that crisscrossed across his tan chest. His slender, but chiseled body was able to hold all the
weight of his swords with ease. 16 years of age and 135 pounds of muscle made for quite the
effective warrior.

"You might as well lay down those blades young one. They'll be quite ineffective against the
Avengers," Lich King mocked in his voice that sounded like a person eternally frozen. The
creature had a skull for a head that gave off a dazzling blue light. A black cloak was wrapped
around the Lich King and it floated above the air like he was a ghost. Around his neck wan
amulet with two intertwined dragons on it. It glistened constantly. Lich King only picked with
Blademaster because he felt the boy needed to be taught humility. He was constantly boasting of
his skill and might in the battlefield. Though he was a great warrior he still had much to learn.
He was far from being a Death Knight though you would be hard pressed to convince him of
that.
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"Must you always tease him? Try and be nice Lich," Archmage said with a smile. Out of all her
comrades she was the one who continued to smile. The darkness that surrounded all the other
Children of the Dark had not yet found its way around her. A hooded purple cloak concealed her
beautifully curved body. Her brown eyes spoke of beauty and her silver staff spoke of the great
magical abilities within her. Then suddenly a strong wind blew throwing back her cloak and
showing her black jumpsuit adorned with pictures of battling warriors. Death Knight had
personally created her cloak and jumpsuit. He endowed it with special power and she went form
being a lowly mage to an extremely powerful Archmage. Her name became a feared one. So
much so she became simply referred to as Archmage. The Children of the Dark was the most
feared and dangerous force in their galaxy. That was until Archmage's father, Elfangor
Proudstone, locked them away in a magical chamber. The fact that her father betrayed her still
stung deep in Archmage's heart, but she could understand why he did what he did. The Children
of the Dark threatened the sanctity of his Order of Truth. They had been locked away over
10,000 years ago though for the Children of the Dark it had only seemed like yesterday that they
were locked away. Archmage couldn't help but to wonder how her father had finally met his
ultimate end? Did he die as a warrior or all alone in a tiny room in some remote part of the
galaxy? Had he gotten married again and had some more children? In truth she knew none of this
really mattered since her galaxy was gone, but she still couldn't help but to wonder.

The destruction of their galaxy by the being known as the Destroyer had set them free upon the
universe once more. Now they would free their master and make their names known once more
across the cosmos. And this time none would be able to stand in their way. Not even the heroes
of Earth! That's all that had to matter to Archmage now. That's all she needed to worthy about
now and always. Once her master was free he would solve all their problems and he would make
their names feared across the cosmos once more.

"Enough chatter! Far Seer find Crystal!" Death Knight commanded anger beginning to rise
within him. How would they ever free their master if they were too busy being involved in
childish argument? They had to remained focused at all times because that was the only way they
were going to defeat the plethora of super beings this planet had to offer. Death Knight smiled to
himself on the inside though. This planet would be a beautiful challenge for him. He was
prepared for this and honestly he had wanted a test like this since his inception.

Far Seer bowed slightly to Death Knight and began to change slightly under is breath. His body
began to emit a yellow aura and as the chant ended it slowly dissipated away. Every time Far
Seer used his powers it reminded Blademaster of his father of long ago. He knew personal
feelings should never be involved in a true warrior's heart, but he couldn't help it. Blademaster
hated to say it, but he missed his family.

"She is in the country of Thailand on a charity mission with the Eternal, Sersi. The Inhuman
should be easy prey," Far Seer reported. Death Knight nodded his head. The time was
approaching faster than ever now. With the Inhuman, Crystal, they would be able to find the
Mooncrystals necessary to free their master from his imprisonment. And once that happened a
new age would begin. An age where the Children of the Dark are supreme and none stand to
oppose them.
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"Time to begin. We will beleaguer the Avengers in every sense of the word. None shall
withstand the power of the Children of the Dark," Lich King exclaimed as he began to envelop
his allies in a mist of snow. The snow began to glow a right blue and all of them vanished as if
they were never there.

All the while someone watched the arrival of The Children of the Dark from a very far place in a
whole other time. His name was Krugarr and he was the Sorcerer Supreme of an alternate 31st
century. He knew the release of such a terrible force upon the universe had to be halted even if it
wasn't going to directly affect his timeline. Besides he knew the Sorcerer Supreme of that time
was busy with his own affairs. He would help the Avengers.
Space

Numinus is the guiding spirit of the universe. Some might say she pokes her nose where it
doesn't belong. Others might say she is probably one of the kinder abstracts. Right now she
doesn't care what anyone thinks because a threat thought to be long dismissed has awaken from
their slumber. So now she was going to get whatever help she could find to stop the Children of
the Dark because it would take a group prepared for them to do any true harm to them. She
would have assembled the Power Pack, the only team she's ever encountered face to face, to aid
her, but they seem to have disbanded long ago. Also it seems they haven't been trying to hone
their powers any and the only worth of any real worth now was Franklin Richards. Besides
gathering a team to her aid might be counterproductive because they would already have their
own routines and what not so they would be wary to listen to anything she would have to say. So
she would have to assemble her own team and train them from scratch. She would need the right
mix of power and skill to defeat the Children of the Dark. These beings were hardly pushovers
and anyone who believed so would quickly fall before them. They fed on arrogance and
weakness. It was almost like a drug to the Children of the Dark.

The Avengers don't know the Children of the Dark are coming and neither does she have time to
prepare them. She simply must assemble whomever she can because if she didn't no one else
would and if the Children of the Dark were allowed to run rampant then none would be able to
stop them. The Children of the Dark would plunder entire planets before any would begin to take
notice. Numinus refused to let that happen. Earth deserved a fighting chance against the Children
of the Dark and she was going to give it to them.

Her first knight is a creation of the lowly scientist Arnim Zola who now was trapped in the
service of the dark telepath, Shadow King. He is a rejected lover and an artificial man who
literally change his shape into anything he can imagine. The artificial being's name is Primus and
Numinus has chosen him because his versatility and sheer potential will be a great asset against
the power of the Children of the Dark. Numinus hopes to use him to bewilder Death Knight.
Though for all his potential he is without discipline and that's something the guiding spirit of the
universe would have to work on. With her cosmic power she snatched Primus from a secret
prison where he was being held. America had a tendency to have many of those hidden across
the country and little scattered islands.

Numinus's second knight was the villain known as Nitro. He had been the original Captain Mar-
vell's greatest foe and his powers would be a great asset in the battle against the Children of the
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Dark. Numinus hoped to use him to keep the magic of the Archmage at bay or at least take the
Lich King out of the battle. The guiding spirit's third knight was Stellaris whose occupation was
to hunt Celestials. She was a woman of great power and as such she was going to be needed in
the battle to come. Stellaris could provide her with the brute strength to tackle two of the
Children of the Dark, Demon Hunter and Blademaster.

Numinus's next four knights were the Four Horsemen of Apocalypse that came from the Axi-
Tun Empire. They had been banished from returning to the Earth, but she would easily wipe
away that curse. The last of Numinus's knights would have to be freed from another dimension.
He was a super solider from the future and within him was an army of powers. His name was
Fusion. He was her greatest hope in the battle against the Children of the Dark. He could
potentially be the factor that gave her forces this battle and save the cosmos from years of misery
by the hands of the Children of the Dark.

Numinus snatched up all these super powered beings within a second. They found themselves in
what looked like an ancient Roman gladiator arena. There were thousands of seats around the
makeshift coliseum. All of the villains and heroes alike were confused and bewildered as to
where they were at and how they got there. The guiding spirit would explain to them soon
enough how they came to be here in this seemingly archaic place. She would make them
understand the weight of the situation they were faced with. These men and women were the fate
of the universe.

"What the?!"

"How the heck…?"

"This cannot be!"

The guiding spirit of the universe listened to these reactions and let a smile spread across her
dark pink face. It would probably be one of the few times she would smile during this whole
ordeal. The Children of the Dark usually didn't bring about smiles and happy celebrations.
Throwing back her black hair Numinus teleported down to where the nine waited for someone to
explain what was going on to them. And give them an explanation she would. So as to garner
their attention sufficiently Numinus reappeared in a blaze of burning light. All eyes fell upon her
in an instant.

"Welcome my children. You all have important work to do and we must hurry for if the Children
of the Dark are to be stopped we must," Numinus explained knowing she wasn't going to get the
most positive response. Look at whom she assembled for crying out loud. These weren't exactly
the nicest people in the universe, but they offered the best chance to defeat the Children of the
Dark. Perhaps not the best chance, but Numinus made due with what she could.

Death of the Four Horsemen stepped forward and he pointed his sword directly at Numinus's
head as he said, "I don't know whom you are woman, but I suggest you return me and mine's
back to where we came from. Or I'll send your head rolling! Your choice to make."
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"I am the guiding spirit of the universe fool! You have been chosen for a mission of the utmost
importance. I will have no more back talk," Numinus yelled as she rendered all eight super
beings immobile. She took some minor pleasure in the look on Death's armored face as he
realized he had been rendered entirely immobile.

"So to begin your training all of you except for the Horsemen will be fighting one another. It will
allow me the chance to gauge your power and to see where you might have need of
improvement. First off Primus and Nitro will fight one another," Numinus said as she made
everyone else in the arena disappear except for Primus and Nitro. The guiding spirit knew that
she had to at least make the match-ups fair and the only reasonable person for Fusion to fight
was Stellaris. Otherwise the fights would be extremely lopsided. Then it would be impossible for
Numinus to accurately gauge the power and skill level of her warriors.

"Why don't you just give up Primus and spare yourself from too much harm?" Nitro mocked. He
really didn't understand entirely why he was here, but if he could get a decent fight out of this
mess he was all game.

"Give up to you. Come on. I'd have a harder time fighting Toad," Primus shot back. Fighting was
really the last thing he felt like doing at the moment, but this guiding spirit of the universe was
obviously serious about him fighting so he would do it. She possessed a great deal more power
than him so he knew receiving a dose of her wrath wouldn't be the best decision to make.

"Low shot. I'll remember that when I deliver the knockout punch that ends this fight."

"You gotta land a punch first ass!" Primus said really beginning to get pissed off at Nitro. The
guy just blew himself up for crying out loud and he swore that he was the best thing to hit since
peanut butter. He would have to teach this guy a lesson and in doing so maybe he would validate
that pathetic scrap of nothing Arnim Zola.

"Trust me kiddo. Punches are my specialty. I'll leave you so hurt you'll felt like dynamite blew
up in your face!"

"Bad joke Nitro. You'll probably won't remember how bad it was after I beat the hell out of
you!" Primus said as he changed into a rhino and charged at Nitro.

"Finally. I grew tired of their talking. Now we get to see some action!" Stellaris exclaimed from
above the fight in the seats of the coliseum. Stellaris hunted one of the most powerful species in
the galaxy. She was far from being a pacifist. You couldn't be in her profession because
Celestials were not a species known for their mercy. She knew this first hand since the brutes had
destroyed her world when they "judged" it. Their justice could freeze worlds. Some considered
her cruel, among them being the god Thor, but none of them had seen the destruction that the
Celestials had wreaked on her world. None of those hypocrites saw the devastation and the last
desperate cries of a dying people. She had and the Celestials would pay even if it took her a
thousand years to kill them all.
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"A lofty goal to have Stellaris. Though your persistence, spunk and even bravery is why I chose
you to help me in this endeavor we are about to undertake. It takes a brave person to even face a
Celestial let alone hunt them. You will be quite the warrior if only you could move past your
grief," Numinus said having listened to Stellaris's thoughts. She already knew that the Celestial
hunter wasn't going to respond to her snooping around in her mind kindly, but Numinus need to
get some things out in the open.

"You and everyone else expect me to get over the deaths of millions upon millions of people.
Few can understand the pain I feel now and the pain I will always feel. Everyone I ever loved,
everyone I ever hated, everyone I glanced with my eyes, and everyone I heard only tales about
was vanquished. A culture and a people were destroyed. All that remains of them is within me
and for that reason some things have been lost forever. Everything I never saw is now gone!
Everything I never read about can never be told again! Do you understand this? Do you?"
Stellaris prodded. She didn't even mention the fact that Numinus had been reading her mind.
Talking about her old world made her edgy and easy to have outbursts.

"Even so Stellaris you're tale isn't all you make it out to be is it? The armor you possess is more
related to the Celestials than you care to let people know isn't it? Why is that part of your tale
always left out?" Numinus prodded just as equally. Stellaris looked as if she was about to reply,
but simply turned back to watch the fight.

"What of you armored one? Who are you?" Stellaris asked Fusion who were seated two seats
down from her.

"The name's Fusion. Not to be rude, but can you hold off on formalities, but watching this fight
is like history for me," Fusion said as he stared intently at the battling Nitro and Primus.

"Must be an Earther," Stellaris mumbled to herself as she leaned back in her seat to enjoy the
fight. Though she didn't quite get his history remark.

"Come on Nitro! Is this all you got?" Primus asked as he threw a golden fist at a dodging Nitro.
The creation of Arnim Zola wanted to make this fight real quick, but he knew Nitro wasn't going
to allow him to do that. Which was really pissing him off. He was already upset at the fact he
was just snatched up from the planet and made to fight like some animal.

"I've got more than you can handle little boy," Nitro exclaimed as he thrust his hands and set off
an explosion, his trademark, in them. The blast was enough to knock Primus across the rocky
floor. He wasn't unconscious though. Zola's creation was more potent than that which was
surprising considering how unsuccessful some of Zola's endeavors could be. Yellow gas was
where Nitro's hands use to be at, but that gas quickly contracted and turned into his hands once
more. In that Nitro saw a potential weakness, but he would have to test some other things out
first.

"Big deal. You blow up good," Primus insulted as his hands turned into axes. He began to take
off in a run at Nitro and as he did so wheels rose out from under his feet. Nitro wasn't expecting
this so he only managed to dodge one of Primus's axes. The other cut off one of Nitro's arms.
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That wasn't exactly what the effect Primus was hoping for, but his opponent missing a limb
could end this fight pretty quick. Unless of course Nitro could grow limbs too. That was more
Wolverine's department though.

Nitro yelled out in utterly excruciating pain as his limb hit the ground with a thud. The villain
could see his limb lying on the ground like a bloody piece of meat. The sight of it sickened him.
He leaned over to the side and threw up. With a pained smile Nitro looked up at Primus and said,
"Watch this you damn bastard!"

The villain's severed arm blew up and the yellow gas flew back to Nitro and condensed into an
arm. Primus was so shocked that it gave Nitro the opportunity to throw a punch that sent Primus
back into the floor again. Nitro's mind was full of joy and anger all at once. He was pissed that
his arm got cut off in the first place, but was pretty happy at the fact he able to get it back again.
Nitro wanted to make that Primus shrimp pay dearly. Maybe he could blow off the bastard's
head. The Numinus woman probably wouldn't allow that though, but then why did she let Primus
cut off his arm? She said she needed them to fight The Children of the Dark and Nitro figured
she wanted them to fight these guys whole. Could Numinus have known that he would be able to
get his arm back?

"That was a gamble punk and you're lucky it worked. Otherwise they would be scraping you off
this coliseum floor. Speaking of the floor you really must like staying down there," Nitro teased.
He wanted to make Primus sloppy by getting him angry. He couldn't afford to have any more
limbs being cut off. Sure he could reassemble himself like a toy, but the pain was still there
nonetheless.

"Please. You just blow up real good," Primus laughed. Nitro's powers were getting real old real
fast. Though that didn't mean he would underestimate this walking piece of dynamite. If he could
reattach limbs then there was no telling how many other things the guy could possibly do.

"You keep saying the same thing over and over again. It's pretty obvious my powers kick butt.
So just lie down and beg for mercy already," Nitro taunted. He was laying it on thick now
because he really wasn't getting any response out of Primus that made him believe he was
upsetting the guy. Maybe Zola just made it so that he never got pissed. That probably wasn't the
case since Zola was French and everyone knew they were eternally pissed.

"Alright that's it! You're going down," Primus exclaimed as he began to launch off hundreds of
golden tentacles at Nitro. Each of the tentacles smacked, hit, and wrapped around Nitro's body.
The Captain Mar-vell foe tried his best to bat off the tentacles, but to no avail.

"This game ends now!" Nitro yelled as he exploded his whole body. The blast threw Primus
across the coliseum and he hit the wall with such force that he broke through the stone. Primus
was out cold.

"Just a chump," Nitro grinned as he dusted his hands together. He had done it! Primus was laid
out defeated in front of him. Honestly though was there ever doubt about who would come out
on top in this battle?
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"Excellent battle Nitro. You proved to be the more powerful of the two. I congratulate you
deeply," Numinus bowed to Nitro.

"Well, he did give me a workout. Though ultimately he wasn't powerful enough to defeat me,"
Nitro gloated.

Stellaris laughed at Nitro's haughtiness as she proclaimed, "I doubt you'll ever be able to defeat
me you wimp. You sit here and boast of your power when in the grand scale of things you are
nothing!"

"He is worth something Stellaris. He'll help in the defeat of the Children of the Dark. That is
purpose enough," Numinus scolded Stellaris.

"Please woman. I don't even know why you bow before him. To show respect to insects only
results in you being crushed along with them," Stellaris said.

"I'll take you on any day of the week," Nitro said getting in Stellaris's face. Numinus separated
the two of them.

"Stop this worthless bickering. We must focus on training! We must unite as one," Numinus
pleaded.

"Enough with your whining woman! Let's get to the fight between me and Fusion," Stellaris
exclaimed. She hunted Celestials so she held herself far superior to any of Numinus's other
chosen warriors. Something about this Fusion though interested her a great deal.

"As I have said your haughtiness is just as much needed as your powers themselves, but you will
watch what you say around me. Though nonetheless your request is reasonable. Let the fight
begin!" Numinus exclaimed as Nitro, Primus, and herself disappeared in a blaze of yellow light.

"Perhaps you might wish to surrender now to save yourself from too much embarrassment,"
Stellaris offered. She wanted to test the bravery of this Fusion and she also wanted to see if he
had a temper. The Celestial Hunter already knew Nitro possessed one from his fight with the
shape-shifter Primus, but this Fusion was still an enigma to her. Power and personality wise.

Fusion simply grinned at Stellaris's taunt and motioned his fingers telling her to bring it on. The
woman laughed inside at this human's boldness and charged at him. She kicked him hard in the
abdomen, but it was almost as if he let her do it. Before she could even react his fist was in her
face. The blow was so powerful it knocked her straight through the coliseum wall and into the
stands. "The combined power of Hulk, Thing, Craze, and Omega Red can do that to you. Give
up yet?"

The Celestial hunter slowly worked her way out of the debris that surrounded her and stood up to
fight once more. She pulled out a baton from her side and extended it into a red staff. The armor
that surrounded her entire body began to transform and grow until she looked like a mini
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Celestial being. In an almost hypnotic voice Stellaris laughed, "You are more powerful than
expected, but you still won't win!"

Stellaris charged at Fusion and launched a blast of blazing red energy from her staff, but the
Earther was gone in a puff of sulfur smelling smoke. She quickly turned around to find Fusion
right there battering her with super strong fists moving at 100 mph speeds. Knowing she had to
come up with some kind of defense Stellaris created an energy field around her body, which not
only protected her from Fusion's blows, but also knocked him far away from her. "I've a few
tricks of my own as well Fusion. As said you shall not win this battle."

"Just a setback Stellaris. It does not mean failure. Besides while you've got cheap tricks I've got
sweet moves!"

Suddenly Fusion's body split into four copies. Then one of the Fusions raced towards Stellaris at
speeds approaching twice that of sounds. He hit her head on, but she didn't even budge. The
other three Fusions began to circle around Stellaris creating a tornado that would hopefully drain
her of the vital air she needed to breathe.

"Fool! This armor allows me to survive in a vacuum! I hunt down Celestials. Remember?"
Stellaris scolded as she blasted away the three Fusions surrounding her. Though when she turned
around she found that the Fusion that had hit her head on was now four. "Coming out of the
woodwork now. Well, bring on a hundred of you. I still shall win."

"Keeping telling yourself that," all four Fusions said in unison as Stellaris was suddenly lifted off
the ground. She could feel her armor beginning to be tugged at by some tremendous force. It was
barely holding itself together. What could be causing this? What was Fusion doing?

"For all your power lady your armor is still metal though quite the sophisticated variety. Four
magnetic powered guys should be more than enough to handle you though."

Realizing defeat Stellaris cried out, "Do not destroy my armor! It is precious to me! I give up!"

She was suddenly dropped to the ground and all the Fusions were now only one. He came up to
her and smiled. "I was never going to destroy your armor. I just figured threatening it might
make you think twice about giving up. I see it worked."

"What are you? How do you possess so much power?" Stellaris asked bewildered at how quickly
she was defeated by this human.

"I come from very far in the future. Past the 50th century without a doubt. I was a project meant
to be the killer of another program called Gaunt. He possessed the powers of every mutant in
existence up till that point and I possess the abilities to every super powered being up till that
point. Though I can only conjure up four heroes at a time while Gaunt could use any multitude of
abilities he wanted. His powers had less of an effect against me than they did against others. I
was meant to handle him if he ever got out of hand," Fusion explained.
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"Then how did you end up in this time?"

Fusion looked blank for a moment said, "Gaunt escaped into this time. He sought out great
power. For a time he was inactive being held by the Chinese government. Once the Fa Clinic
incident happened and Collective Man died there was suddenly a need for a new Chinese super
warrior. So Gaunt was unleashed and he escaped out into the world. I failed in stopping him. He
kidnapped three mutants and nearly killed quite a few others."

"Where is he now?" Stellaris asked curiously.

"I honestly don't know for sure. He could be just biding his time until he feels it's the right
moment to strike out at me. I'm just not sure to tell you the truth."

Before the two could talk any further there was a bright pink light and out of it came a clapping
Numinus. "A brilliant battle. So much raw energy and emotion. You two were splendid.
Warriors to the core to be sure, but remember Fusion that your thoughts should not dwell on
Gaunt. The true enemy at this point and time is The Children of the Dark."

"Yes of course."

Numinus sighed and began to talk just a little more urgently, "Come! We have much training to
do. Things are already beginning to be set in motion. Our time is growing less and less to
prepare."

Thailand

"Helping these people feels good," Crystal said as she handed another box of food to the
humanitarian workers who were feeding the multitudes of hungry people. The two were here on
the most part for a good will mission, but they also heard rumors that Mieko Ko was starting to
try and make a move in Thailand. It was only a rumor though and it had to be confirmed.

"Doing good feels good," Sersi said as she gave a box of bottled water to an emaciated man and
his family of four. His little girl smiled at the Eternal and Sersi couldn't help, but to feel an
overwhelming feeling of mixed sadness and joy. She wanted so bad to make this little girl's day
brighter just a little bit. Slowly she rose up from her chair.

She began to yell out to the crowd, "I have a gift for all of you!" Reaching out her hands the torn
and ragged of the clothes of the masses became tuxedos and wonderful dresses. Everyone had a
pair of comfortable shoes on their feet. And for the ones were grossly thin Sersi used her
molecular control to put some meat on their bones so to speak. After Sersi's gift to all the people
was given a loud cheer came up from all of them. Some of these children out in the crowd had
never worn a pair of shoes in their life and now they had some of the best money could buy.

"What a lovely deed!" came a voice from behind the two women. Looking swiftly behind them
the two women saw eight beings each of them looking distinctly different. Crystal and Sersi felt
a wave of apprehension sweep over them. They were staring into the face of dangerous evil.
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"Come with us and their will be no trouble," Death Knight warned as he stepped forward with
his sword, Deathscourne, pointed at Crystal and Sersi. His black eyes showed just how serious he
was. In a way it frightened Crystal. It frightened her terribly.

Sersi laughed in a false show of confidence, "Come and get us if you all dare." Death Knight
smiled at the woman. That ominous smile chilled Sersi even more than his bottomless black
eyes.

The leader of the Children of the Dark turned his head to the thing that had a glowing skull for a
head and pointed at the two women. "This will be child's play," the creature said in a voice that
sounded like it had been frozen for millennia.

"Trust me when I tell you these children play rough!" Crystal exclaimed as she crystallized the
air around all of the Children of the Dark. Once they were surrounded the Inhuman woman
turned the crystal into hundreds of microscopic shards that would tear into the flesh of her
attackers. It was brutal, but she just had this feeling being brutal was the only way to survive
these guys.

Before even one shard could touch any of the Children of the Dark they were turned into puffs of
yellow smoke. A guffaw came from the woman known as Archmage, "Was that suppose to harm
us? If that was the best you have then we are truly done here. Come now and spare yourself
anymore embarrassment."

After Archmage was done talking her clothes began to wrap themselves around her like it was
liquid covering all corners of its container. She could feel her cloak melting into every part of her
body and reaching into her pores. She would end this now. And she would end it quickly. If only
she could reach her silver staff which she had dropped. The same thing was happening to all her
fellow Children of the Dark. They were trapped and immobile, but how?

"Call me weak now huh? Just try to get your way out of this one!" Sersi said as looked at Crystal
and pointed up at the sky with a finger. The Inhuman knew exactly what she meant and nodded
in acknowledgement.

Lighting arced down from the sky hitting each one of the Children of the Dark creating a bunch
of violent booms. When the dust had settled all the Children of the Dark were sprawled across
the charred ground. Smoke was billowing off their bodies.

"That's what I'm talking about!" Sersi said giving Crystal a high five.

"Thought we were about to be in quite the fix there for a second. Do you know who these guys
are?" Crystal asked.

"We are the Children of the Dark woman. You will do well to remember that name," Death
Knight exclaimed as he rose up from the ground and unsheathed his sword, Deathscourne. Lich
King, Archmage, and Far Seer were right behind him.
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A flabbergasted Crystal murmured, "What the hell are we up against here?"

"One of the most powerful forces to have ever existed in the galaxy," Demon Hunter laughed
getting up from the blast Crystal had delivered unto him.

Sersi whispered just low enough so Crystal could hear, "I think it's time we try and get the hell
out of here."

"Really that wouldn't be your best option," Death Knight said as he flung his sword at Sersi
stabbing her in the thigh. Black energy coursed through the Eternal's body once Deathscourne
pierced her. She fell to the floor unconscious. Crystal was now alone against all of the Children
of the Dark. They all had managed to recover from Crystal's lighting blast.

Crystal created a powerful gale wind force that lifted the Children of the Dark off the ground and
crashing into one another in mid-air. As long as she could keep them off their game maybe she
would get some help eventually. Though that was a huge maybe.

Demon Hunter even in the gale wind managed to pull out his bow and shoot off an arrow hitting
Crystal straight in the shoulder. The Inhuman yelled out in pain and her concentration was
broken. As the Children of the Dark fell through the air to the ground their fall was broken by the
magic of Archmage who floated them to the ground like feathers in a gentle breeze.

"Trying to fight will only get you pain," Death Knight said coldly as he outstretched his hand and
his sword ripped itself out of Sersi's thigh and came back into his hands. Much in the way
Mjolnir comes back to Thor.

Mountain King moved out in front of Death Knight and came face to face with a trembling
Crystal. The small man pulled at his white beard and shook his head; "Everyone always has to
make things difficult." And with that he punched the Inhuman woman square in the face. She
was out cold and though most wouldn't think he could be capable of doing it he hefted the
woman on his shoulders.

"Time to go now I suppose. They did put up a little bit of a fight. Though maybe I'll actually get
in some action when we take on the Avengers," Blademaster huffed in a tone that hinted a little
of disappointment and a little of complaint.

"You'll have your chance to fight. Don't worry about that Blademaster," Dreadlord said trying to
console the disappointed warrior. Honestly he felt the same way. He wanted combat. Being
locked away for 10,000 years had made them all antsy for battle. They didn't care from where.
Avengers Mansion

Krugarr, Sorcerer Supreme of the 31st Century, floated along the ground towards the door of the
fabled Avengers Mansion. Krugarr preferred not to slither along the ground since he only had a
worm-like appendage instead of humanoid legs. So he just floated his body off the ground with
his Cloak of Levitation. The air of this time was much cleaner than the 31st century's air. He
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didn't smell nearly half the chemicals, but the noise pollution here was awful. His red bat-like
ears picked up on blaring noises left and right. It was almost enough to make him take away his
own hearing with a spell.

Deciding to approach the Avengers the 21st century way Krugarr gripped the doorknob of the
Mansion with one of his red three-fingered hands and knocked. In almost a few seconds an old
human was at the door. He didn't seem the least surprised by the appearance of Krugarr, but
more with his Amulet and Eye of Agamotto and his Cloak of Levitation. What an idiot? He had
forgotten that this man was probably used to the Sorcerer Supreme of his own time.

"Hello sir? May I do something for you?" Jarvis asked politely as possible considering the fact
he was staring at an alien from an alternate 31st century.

Remembering his purpose Krugarr said urgently, "I must speak to the Avengers! Two of their
own are in grave danger and the entire world may be soon enough."

Jarvis nodded and directed the Sorcerer Supreme in, "I'll get Master Thor directly."

Krugarr floated into Avengers Mansion carefully. This place was living history to him. Its
hallowed halls were forever imprinted in the pages of Earth's history. This time was the age of
heroes and this place was the nexus of the greatest of them.

"Ho comrade! Why dost thou hath need of the Avengers?" Thor asked mightily as he came down
the stairs with Jarvis behind him. The Asgardian was taken aback at how similar his visitor's
garments were to that of Dr. Strange. Perhaps this one was Dr. Strange transformed by dark
magic.

The Sorcerer Supreme took a deep breath and spoke, "I'm Krugarr and I'm the Sorcerer Supreme
of the 31st century. I've come to you Thor with a great warning of peril. The Children of the
Dark have arrived and I believe they may already have two of your teammates."

"You speakst of Sersi and fair Crystal? Who are these Children of the Dark?" Thor asked
curiously.

"They come from the galaxy that was crushed by the being known as the Destroyer. They were
being held prisoner in that galaxy and when the Destroyer did what he did he freed them. Now
they're here on Earth trying to find some way to free their creator and master," Krugarr explained
with a great deal of waving hand motions.

"And what does freeing their master have to do with Crystal and Sersi?" Scarlet Witch asked as
she came out of the kitchen with a cup of black coffee in her hands. She was a wearing a light
blue blouse and very tight black pants that accented her curves wonderfully. She took a seat
down on the couch behind Thor and sipped on her coffee. Wanda hated to seem so calm in all of
this, but getting frantic wasn't what was needed. They needed to stay calm and together. Crossing
her legs Wanda prepared herself to listen to Krugarr's continuing tale.
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The Sorcerer Supreme stuck out his hand and three large purple crystals appeared floating over
his hands. The three crystals illuminated a dazzling light. Krugarr said, "These are what the
Children of the Dark want Sersi and Crystal for. These are the Moon Crystals. The Moon
Crystals were used to sap away the power of the Children of the Dark's master and so he could
be locked away. It takes a great deal of elemental power to unlock the crystals and the Inhuman
woman can provide that elemental power. The only problem is that using that much elemental
power can exhaust someone very quickly and kill them. So who better to use than one who can
never die? I believe that the Children of the Dark will transfer Crystal's power into Sersi and then
have Sersi unlock the Moon Crystals."

"Then thee option is nay there! Our duty is to Crystal and Sersi. Wanda let the cry ring out to all.
Avengers Assemble!!" Thor commanded with a voice that sounded like a lighting clap.

Nepal

"You know I ain't been with a woman in ages," Blademaster said as he licked his lips lustfully at
the chained up Crystal and Sersi.

Far Seer put his staff to the back of Blademaster's neck, "Don't even let the thought cross your
mind. We must first use them for what has to be done. Then if Death Knight is kind he'll let you
have your way with them."

"It's always about what Death Knight wants," Blademaster huffed as he fell back into his stool
and let his gaze drift away from the Inhuman and Eternal. The two were both beautiful women
and he was one sexually deprived man. If kept staring at them for too long he'd break Far Seer's
staff in two just to get to them.

"That would be because he is in charge young one. You would do well to remember it," Far Seer
reminded threateningly as he moved past Blademaster towards Sersi. He stuck his staff under the
Avenger's chin forcefully and looked into her eyes deeply.

"You have lived long. Your eyes look far too tired and filled with far too much regret for
someone of the age, which you appear to be. Are your people long-lived like you?" Far Seer
asked curiously.

"Yes they all are and when they see I've disappeared they'll come after me. There's one called
Ikaris and he will rip you all limb by limb," Sersi boasted hoping to at least see some fear or
hesitation in the eyes of these warriors. They didn't even flinch.

Far Seer smiled viciously, "If boasting makes you feel more at ease with your present situation
then by all means go for it. Though it would be wise not to lead yourself into delusions of
freedom."

Out of the blue the astral image of Archmage appeared in the middle of the dank and dark cell.
She looked over to Far Seer, "We have a problem. A group of super powers are attacking us.
We'll need your help to fend them off."
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"So the Avengers show up early. They're better than I thought," Blademaster smiled eager for the
challenge.

Archmage shook her head, "It's not the Avengers. It's someone else. They're being lead by
Numinus."

Far Seer's jaw dropped slightly, "The guiding spirit of the universe leads them. Interesting, but
why would she involve herself in our matters?"

The question had been to no one in particular so no one answered it. Archmage simply ordered
them to be on the battlefield and she was gone. Crystal and Sersi had heard the entire exchange
and they both suddenly had a glimmer of hope. Whoever was out there fighting the Children of
the Dark they were stalling until the Avengers showed. Of course both knew that probably wasn't
why the assailants were attacking, but that was one of the results.

"Looks like the guys might have a chance to rescue us after all," Crystal said as she tugged at her
chains.

"Tell me about it. Let's just hope they get off their asses and find us," Sersi replied impatiently.

Stellaris punched Demon Hunter in the jaw and sent him flying into the ground with a hard thud.
He hadn't been knocked out by the woman's blow though. He simply rose up from the ground
and rubbed his chin, "I haven't been hit like that in a while woman. I commend you."

Demon Hunter reared back his bow and launched off two arrows. They both hit Stellaris square
in her chest, but luckily she managed to put on her armor before Demon Hunter's arrows had the
chance to hit her. She laughed at the look on Demon Hunter's face, "I hunt Celestials alien. Do
you honestly think a few arrows can cause me harm!"

Stellaris lifted up her energy staff and fired off a large red blast at Demon Hunter. He dodged it,
but it went square into the back of Lick King. The yell of the creature sounded like an avalanche
given a voice. He was the first of the Children of the Dark to fall in this battle.

Primus sighed with relief at the defeat of the Lich King. He was sure that he was going to lose to
the icy wizard. But now he was going to have to face Dreadlord. The powerful beast looked like
he'd be indomitable. Primus used his shape-shifting powers to pump up his amber body muscle
wise. He then threw the hardest punch he could muster at Dreadlord. The punch barely budged
the beast with the head of a ram and the legs of a lion.

"Little man you and your companions fight a battle you cannot win!" Dreadlord exclaimed as he
flared his wings inward and cut Primus many times with the razor sharp spikes that adorned his
wings. The cuts did no harm to Primus since he was so malleable.
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"You have to hit me a little harder than that," Primus smiled, but that smile soon faded as the
large fist of Dreadlord punched the creation of Zola straight in the face. Flying into the air
Primus skidded across the ground leaving him unconscious.

Dreadlord cracked his knuckles and flew off into the air to intercept these flying horsemen in the
distance who were giving Archmage and Far Seer some trouble. Archmage and Far Seer were
fighting off the horsemen as best as they could. "About time you showed up," Archmage said.

"I had to handle a minor problem," Dreadlord growled as he punched the Horsemen of Death.
His fist clanged with the gray metal of Death's armor. The horseman was thrown off his steed
and hit the ground hard. Before Dreadlord even had another chance to charge at the Horseman of
Death he was facing himself except with an entirely blank face.

"Prepare to face your own death," Death smiled as he concocted the deaths of Archmage and Far
Seer.

"Must you always take away the chance for battle away from us," War complained.

"Really Death you could let us have some fun," Pestilence said in agreement with War.

"Help my death copies win and stop your whining," Death ordered harshly.

"Don't even think about!" Archmage and Far Seer yelled simultaneously as their eyes both began
to glow a bright orange. They grabbed each other's hands and lifted their weapons into the air.
The earth began to quake as all the death copies were evaporated.

"This was hardly how things were suppose to go," Famine muttered as his body suddenly began
to shiver and shake wildly. The other Horsemen soon followed.

Archmage and Far Seer spoke as one, "You Horsemen cannot be allowed to continue on in this
fight. You're far too powerful. Enjoy your trip to Pluto."

As the bodies of the former servants of the Axi-Tun Empire began to shake more they
disappeared in a flash of yellow light.

Stellaris, Nitro, and Fusion were on another part of the battlefield fighting against the remaining
Children of the Dark. Stellaris was locked in combat with Demon Hunter and Mountain King.
Neither one of their weapons was piercing her armor, but Mountain King's ax was creating dents.
She would have to make him pay. Nitro was busy keeping back Blademaster and Fusion was
facing off against Death Knight.

"Come on you miscreants! Give me more fight than that!" Stellaris yelled as she slammed her
metal staff into Demon Hunter's stomach and swung it back around to hit Mountain King in the
face. The two Children of the Dark went sprawling across the ground, but neither of them was
out of the battle.
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"Your armor gives you strength woman, but soon you shall fall!" Mountain King bellowed as he
got up off his feet and jumped on Stellaris's shoulders.

Nitro meanwhile kept blowing up and reassembling his hands to keep the many fast flying blades
of the Blademaster at bay. Nitro kept it going for as long as he could, but soon the barrage of
metal knives became too much. The first thing he got was a knick on his shoulder and then on his
leg. Soon his body began to go numb and fell out unable to feel any part of his body.

"Those were special tipped blades Nitro. Just figured I'd give you the heads up," Blademaster
said as he bent over and kissed Nitro on the cheek tauntingly.

The bare-chested Blademaster turned around to see that Demon Hunter and Mountain King were
having difficulty with the Stellaris woman. The one who had claimed she hunted Celestials.
Blademaster didn't believe that for one second, but he had quite the surprise for her. He reached
down and pulled out of his belt a glowing pink knife. Aiming carefully he threw it at Stellaris's
head. The knife penetrated the armor like it was butter. Pink energy flowed freely over Stellaris's
body. She let out a harsh cry and fell to the ground unconscious.

"Too bad she didn't kill you losers," Blademaster snickered.

"You only took her down because we were distracting her whelp!" Mountain King exclaimed
insulted at Blademaster's rudeness of tone.

"Aww shut up you old coot!" Blademaster said.

"You think we should help Death Knight?" Demon Hunter asked looking at the battle taking
place between his leader and Fusion.

"No. Death Knight can handle his own," Far Seer said from afar with Dreadlord over him and
Archmage behind him.

Fusion meanwhile with the hearing of Kaine was thankful for the decision on the part of the
other Children of the Dark to not interfere. Otherwise he would have been in for some trouble.
Death Knight was dodging every blow he threw at him. The only way Fusion could avoid Death
Knight's attacks was by using the speed of Quicksilver. Even when Fusion had gone on the
offensive and started hitting Death Knight with hundreds of blows at a time it was ineffective.

"Your power is strong, but it doesn't matter. I will not be defeated," Death Knight said as if he
was speaking fact.

"Just a little confident there aren't we?" Fusion mocked as he switched to the powers of Cyclops,
Human Torch, Iceman, and Colossus. Fusion turned his body into metal and unleashed optic
blasts, flames, and ice on Death Knight. The leader of the Children of the Dark simply threw up
his sword and all the energy deflected away from him.

"Care to try anything new," Death Knight ridiculed.
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While Death Knight continued to block the energy of Fusion a flying hammer of came towards
his head. Death Knight ducked quickly and rolled out of the way of Fusion's attack. The hammer
had come from the leader of the Avengers, Thor. The cavalry had just arrived.

The Children of the Dark saw this from afar and ran off into battle. Before they even reached the
battle Far Seer and Archmage were lifted off the ground and flung into the air, spinning
violently. They came to an abrupt stop in mid-air and in front of them was a Lem from the 31st
century. His name was Krugarr and he was the Sorcerer Supreme of his time.

"You two aren't going anywhere," Krugarr smiled as he three-fingered red hands began to
emanate a blue light. Far Seer and Archmage began to shrink and turned into wooden toys.
Krugarr carefully set them on the ground. He found the two to be abominable, but he wasn't
going to kill them.

Meanwhile Thor battled against Death Knight. The Thunder God sent down hundreds of lighting
bolts all around the leader of the Children of the Dark. Looking down from the air Thor
proclaimed, "Thou tis nothing dark one! Surrender and give us back fair Crystal and Sersi!"

Death Knight said coldly, "Come and get them little god."

Thor looked down at the Death Knight with anger and with all his might he flung Mjolnir at the
man. As the legendary hammer cascaded through the air lightning followed closely behind it. As
it came within mere inches of Death Knight he threw up Deathscourne and repelled the hammer.
It went flying off in another direction and hit Blademaster in the back of the head while he
battled against Quoi.

"Thanks Thor!" Quoi called out as he flew off to help Scarlet Witch in her battle against Demon
Hunter. Wanda already two arrows in her leg. The Celestial Messiah definitely didn't want her to
get angry enough to go berserk again like she did on the Exemplars.

Thor didn't even hear Quoi's proclamation of thanks. In fact he was still in shock over what
Death Knight had just done. He had blocked Mjolnir like it was nothing at all. How could this
mortal have done that? Could the Children of the Dark truly be this powerful? It didn't seem like
it, but something was different about Death Knight. And from the way it appeared the Children
of the Dark had already been in a fight before the Avengers had shown up. So it seemed they
were fighting a tired group of warriors.

"Don't look so shocked Thor. You really couldn't have expected that shot to hit me did you?"
Death Knight asked.

"No, but this one will!" Mantis yelled as she kicked Death Knight in the head. Death Knight fell
to the side, but as he did so he flung out Deathscourne. The sword cut grazed Mantis's leg and
stabbed Mountain King in one of his stubby legs.
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Death Knight was the only one of the Children of the Dark left and he was without his weapon.
Soon the Avengers and their sorcerer ally surrounded him. Slowly he said, "I stand defeated I
suppose, but don't get too happy. I took down two of my own after all. You owe in some way for
this victory."

Mantis stepped forward with Fusion beside her, "Perhaps so, but my mind tells me we owe more
to this guy and his little group of friends for getting this win. They roughed you up pretty bad
before we came along."

"Yes they did. I trained them well," Numinus said as she appeared behind Death Knight touching
him on the forehead. He fell to the ground, down for the count. The guiding spirit of the universe
had done her job. She had stopped the Children of the Dark from destroying the Earth.

"Why did you involve yourself in this?" Krugarr asked of Numinus.

"I guide the universe Sorcerer Supreme. So I only guided a few individuals to handle the
Children of the Dark until the Avengers arrived. I see my plan worked," Numinus smiled.

Fusion outraged leaped forward and said, "You used us! I can't believe you!"

"Your destiny is greater than this one battle Fusion. Thor you must take him as part of your
Avengers. His destiny lies with you," Numinus said as she disappeared in a flash of blue light.
Thor nodded at Numinus's request after she was gone and looked down at Fusion with a smile.

"I sense where Crystal and Sersi are. Let's go and find them," Krugarr said as he enveloped all
the Avengers including their newest member in a teleportation spell.

Three Days Later

"Are you sure you have to go Mantis? I mean you just got here," Sersi said as she gave the
departing Mantis a hug.

"Yes, my time here was only meant to be finite. I only came in for a little bit to check in on my
son. I had to make sure my boy was in good hands and now that I see he is I can leave happy.
Doesn't mean I won't come back if you ever really need me," Mantis said as began to walk
backwards towards the door.

"We won't hesitate to give you a call Mom. Promise," Quoi said as he placed his hand over his
mouth and blew his Mom a loving kiss.

Mantis returned the favor and her last departing words were, "AVENGERS ASSEMBLE!"
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